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Acronyms and abbreviations
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CoM Committee of Management

DELWP Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Grosvenor Grosvenor Performance Group

MoU Memorandum of Understanding

MPSC Mornington Peninsula Shire Council

PV Parks Victoria

VAGO Victorian Auditor General’s Office 

VEAC Victorian Environmental Assessment Council 

Committee of Management

Hastings Hastings Foreshore Reserve

Crib Point 
Stony Point 

Crib Point / Stony Point Foreshore Reserve

Somers Somers Foreshore Reserve 

Balnarring Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve

Merricks Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve

Point Leo Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve

Shoreham Shoreham Foreshore Reserve

Flinders Flinders Foreshore
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Introduction

Background

The management of Crown Land reserves is complex. It is large, with hundreds of 
Committees of Management (CoM), thousands of active volunteers and a diverse range 
of management entities from local governments, state government entities, agencies, 
authorities and community-based volunteer groups. 

Coastal reserves are by their very nature complex ecosystems. They are subject to 
significant change and increased risk due to climate change and population growth. 
Furthermore, the diverse management structures of CoMs can create variations in terms 
of:

> the funding available, both grant-based and directly sourced

> the level of membership / staffing available to both the committee and for the 
management of the reserve 

> the skills, capabilities and capacity of CoM representatives to discharge their 
responsibilities 

> the level of community and volunteer involvement. 

Crown Land management has been subject to multiple reviews and audits over a long 
period of time. In response to these reviews the Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning (DELWP) is piloting an approach to improve the management 
arrangements of coastal Crown Land across three geographic locations in Mornington 
Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) and City of Casey (CoC). The pilot is part of the 
broader CoM Reform Project and sits within the Future Foreshores initiative.

In September 2019 DELWP commissioned Grosvenor Performance Group (Grosvenor) 
to review the activities of the Committees of Management within the three pilot 
catchments (see over page) including their accountabilities and responsibilities alongside 
their capacity, skills and resourcing. Through a thoughtful, rigorous assessment, in 
partnership with CoMs and other stakeholders, DELWP is seeking to understand the 
impact that management variations have on the ability of the CoMs to deliver on their 
obligations and the on-ground management of the reserves. With a clear evidence base 
DELWP is further seeking to co-design financially sustainable and efficient models for 
management of these reserves going forward. 

There are two key deliverables for this project, including: 

> Deliverable 1: Current State Analysis Report (this report) to outline and inform a 
shared understanding of the current CoMs and funding models and resourcing of 
coastal land managers, including strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

> Deliverable 2: Options Paper – to provide management and financial model options 
for the three coastal compartments that consider governance, financial and asset 
management, and volunteer involvement. 

The deliverables will be presented in three parts; one for each geographic coastal 
compartments within scope of this pilot. 
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Pilot catchments

The three geographical regions (coastal compartments) considered in this review 
include:

> Region 1: Mornington Peninsula Shire / Western Port Bay (the subject of this 
report)

> Region 2: Mornington Peninsula Shire / Port Phillip Bay

> Region 3: City of Casey / Western Port Bay.

Purpose of this report

The primary purpose of this Current Analysis Report is to synthesise desktop review, 
data and consultation findings, and present to the DELWP Future Foreshores 
program management team an analysis of the Committees of Management in Region 1, 
relating to:

> Financial sustainability analysis - reviewing financial records (cash flow, income, 
expenditure, fees and charges, leases and licences, planned upgrades and 
maintenance, funding streams, grants etc.) 

> Reserve management responsibilities – management plans, number and roles of 
employees, availability of volunteers and committee members, current contracts, risk 
management

> Assets – number, type, current state and upgrades required, including ability of CoM 
to have appropriate revenue streams and resources to replace and protect coastal 
protection assets and infrastructure assets 

> Review Victorian Environment Assessment Council (VEAC) coastal reserve 
maps to get an indication of the values and uses of the coastal reserves.

This report considers the recommendations from the CoM Framework review 
undertaken by Nous and builds upon rather than re-prosecutes the issues raised in the 
VAGO audit reports and other reports relating to Crown Land and Committees of 
Management.

This report presents findings on a regional level with more detailed findings for each 
individual CoMs found in the attachments.

1

2
3
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Method

1. Establish Project

In partnership with DELWP, Grosvenor developed a review framework providing 6 
domains through which to examine and understand the current state of Committees of 
Management (CoMs) and to inform modelling of options for future state. These domains 
guided the scope of the desktop review and consultations with CoMs. Although treated 
separately within the report, it is acknowledged that the responsibilities, competencies 
and issues explored within these domains often overlap and impact upon each other.

Future 
state

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

management 
arrangements

Capabilities

Social capital

Approach

The collection, review and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data was undertaken 
between September 2019 and November 2019 resulting in the in current state 
summary packs for each CoM. Individual packs were provided to respective CoMs, who 
verified the content or in many instances provided additional data. 

This Current State Analysis Report constitutes deliverable 1 and brings the individual 
current state summaries together into a regional context. This report will be used to 
develop options for alternative management and funding options for management of 
Crown Land foreshore reserves in Region 1 (deliverable 2). 

DELWP intends to formally engage with CoMs and other stakeholders to further 
examine the options presented in deliverable 2. The stakeholder engagement is 
separate to this project. 
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2. Desktop review

Grosvenor conducted a desktop review of information and documentation provided by 
DELWP and each of the Region 1 CoMs, including:

> financial records (annual reports, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, income 
and expenditure statements, etc.)

> Coastal Management Plans 
> business plans, risk registers, asset register and management plans, etc.

> environmental and other reports and surveys prepared by external consultants

> CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (outlining CoM members, assets, 
planned works, threats and visitor numbers)

> Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks -
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC)

> VEAC coastal reserve maps

> CoM websites, social media sites and digital publications
> a range of papers, reports, materials and legislation relevant to Committees of 

Management, Crown Land, coastal management, Better Boating Victoria and the 
Future Foreshores project.

3. Interviews with CoMs

Face to face interviews were held with representatives of each of the Region 1 CoMs, 
including voluntary CoMs, and MPSC. Parks Victoria were interviewed by telephone. 
The interviews focused on the six review domains and the CoMs were invited to provide 
any additional information they felt may be relevant to understanding their current 
challenges and opportunities. In some instances, the CoMs provided Grosvenor with a 
physical tour of key areas of their reserves. 

4. Individual current state summary reports

Grosvenor drew together information from the desktop analysis and interviews to 
generate a report for each CoM presenting current state summary against each of the six 
domains. A competency maturity map (see Attachment 1) was developed and used to 
assign a snapshot rating across four key management categories;

> financial management

> asset management
> environmental management

> governance.

Given the limitations of some of the documentation, a confidence rating was also 
provided. 

5. Validation of individual current state finding reports

The draft individual packs were tested with DELWP and individual CoMs to ensure no 
key data or insights had been overlooked. Many of the CoMs provided supplementary 
information or further insights and the packs were updated accordingly. 

6. Presentation of Current State Analysis Report (this report)

Information from the individual CoMs’ current state finding reports was used to inform 
this report which presents a regional level current state analysis for Region 1. The 
individual CoMs current state summaries form the attachments to this report.
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Limitations

There have been some limitations to this review, including:

> lack of availability or detail within CoM documents, resulting in varying levels of 
confidence for some findings

> requests for additional information were issued at a peak season for CoMs and 
some were unable or only partially able to meet the request 

> information for Hasting and Flinders (both managed by MPSC) has not been made 
available in time for this report

> Grosvenor did not conduct a formal audit of CoMs but has relied upon the 
documentation and verbal input of CoMs to inform findings

> regional level findings contained within this report have not been tested with CoMs. 
The planned engagement opportunity that is separate to this project may prompt 
further insights.

Acknowledgements

We acknowledge and respect Victorian Traditional Owners, as the original custodians 
of Victoria’s land and waters and we honour Elders past and present. We particularly 
acknowledge the Bunurong tribe who are the traditional owners of the land and waters 
that are the subject of this review. 

Grosvenor would also like to acknowledge all those who attended consultations or 
provided input into the development of this Current State Analysis Report. This 
includes CoM members from each of voluntary CoMs, officers from Mornington 
Peninsula Shire Council, Parks Victoria and the Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning.

Report structure:

The report has been structured to include:

> Overview of Region 1 – map of reserves in Region 1 and appointed managers
> Purpose and use of Reserves – land size, legislated purpose, CoM vision for 

reserves, visitor numbers and common uses

> Stakeholders and relationships – MoUs, leases and licenses, relationships 
between CoMs and with MPSC and mapping of common functions

> Financial sustainability analysis –income, net position, impact of boating and 
camping fees, comparison of key financial ratios and assessment of financial 
management approaches and maturity

> Asset management analysis – estimated replacement value of assets, planned 
works and asset management approaches and maturity

> Environmental management analysis - environmental values and uses of 
coastal reserves per VEAC inventory, CoM perceived threats and priorities, 
environmental management tools and practices and an assessment of 
environmental management approaches and maturity

> Reserve management responsibilities – CoM governance and management 
arrangements including membership and tenure, CoM roles and responsibilities, 
skill sets and capabilities and social capital including community engagement 
and volunteering

> Governance approaches and maturity – an assessment of governance 
competencies and maturity considering all the above

> SWOT analysis – a high level overview of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats at a regional level.
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Overview of Region 1

Region 1 Reserves and appointed CoMs
Region 1 comprises nine coastal Crown Land foreshore reserves situated within 
the traditional lands of the Bunurong tribe along Western Port Bay within the 
Mornington Peninsula Shire. 

The reserves are managed by a combination of local government (2), Parks 
Victoria (1), Bass Park Trust (1) and category two voluntary CoMs (5).

1. Hastings Foreshore Reserve (MPSC)
2. Crib Point / Stony Point Foreshore Reserve (CoM category 2)

3. Somers Foreshore Reserve (PV)

4. Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve (CoM category 2)
5. Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve (CoM category 2)

6. Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve (CoM category 2)

7. Shoreham Foreshore Reserve (CoM category 2)
8. Flinders Foreshore Reserve (MPSC) 

9. Bass Park (Bass Park Trust) (out of scope)

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
1

2
3
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Purpose and use of reserves

Land area and use

The area managed by volunteer committees covers 549 hectares of 
foreshore and parkland area ranging from 28 hectares (Somers -
temporarily managed by Parks Victoria) through to 187 hectares at 
Shoreham. 

Collectively, the reserves attract hundreds of thousands of visitors per year, 
including campers and day visitors.

The legislative purpose for reserving the land parcels varies and includes:

> public purposes

> protection of the coastline.

Foreshore Reserve Land size 
(in hectares)

Estimated 
visitors per 
annum

Reservation purpose
(per legislation)

Crib Point / Stony 
Point 

105 14,800 Unknown

Somers (PV) 28 70,000 public purposes 

Balnarring Beach 76 6,000 campers
5,000 day 
visitors

the protection of the coastline

Merricks Beach 99 36,500 (mostly 
in peak season)

Unknown

Point Leo 54 30,000 
campers
103,295 day 
visitors

Unknown

Shoreham 187 Not reported the protection of the coastline 

Total 549

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Purpose and use of reserves

Committee of Management vision statements

Each of the voluntary CoMs in Region 1 has set its own vision, separate to the legislated reserve purpose. A comparison of these vision statements (below) show that all CoMs seek to protect 
and/or enhance the natural environment of its reserve and each strives to balance this with the increasing recreational demands of the community and visitors.

For a sustainable and enhanced natural 
environment that protects the indigenous 
flora and fauna, while providing a safe and 
attractive asset for the local and wider 
community to enjoy this relatively unspoilt 
section of the Victorian coastline.

Merricks

A self-sustaining reserve in near-natural 
condition which meets the growing 
recreational and environmental needs of 
the community in a cost-effective manner.

Balnarring

To protect, restore and maintain diversity of 
indigenous foreshore vegetation and 
habitat and to encourage appropriate 
passive recreational activities for people 
using the area, and to maintain facilities.

Somers

To protect the natural undeveloped 
character of the Reserve by conserving 
and enhancing indigenous flora and fauna 
whilst providing compatible recreational 
and educational opportunities. 

Shoreham                

To balance the need to preserve the park’s 
ecological communities with the demands 
placed upon the reserve by an increasing 
number of visitors participating in the broad 
range of recreation opportunities offered.

Point Leo

To preserve the biodiversity of the area 
whilst meeting the growing recreational and 
environmental needs of the ~3,000 
permanent residents as well as seasonal 
visitors and day-trippers.

Crib Point Stony Point

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Purpose and use of reserves
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Walking / jogging (beach)      

Bird watching (& wildlife watching)      

Passive recreation (reading, chatting, 
views, enjoying views)

    

Camping / caravan park    

Dog walking    

Picnics / BBQs   

Trail walking  

Bicycling / mountain biking  

Arts (including photography and 
painting)

 

Horse riding 

As a base to explore local attractions 

Dolphin watching 

Environmental studies 

Current use - land-based recreation

The Region 1 foreshore reserves and parks accommodate a wide range of 
recreational activities. Amongst the most common land-based activities 
offered across the reserves are:

> walking and jogging

> bird watching

> passive recreation

> dog walking.

The table opposite lists the land-based activities reported by each of the 
CoMs in various documents and in consultations. It is probable that some of 
the more generic activities are common across a greater number of CoMs 
(e.g. passive recreation).

Four of the reserves provide camping and / or caravan park facilities, which 
are a source of revenue for those CoMs. 

Horse riding is offered uniquely at Balnarring through the issuing of permits 
(also a source of revenue) and environmental studies are offered uniquely 
by Point Leo.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Purpose and use of reserves
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Fishing      

Swimming     

Boating     

Sailing    

Surfing    

Kite surfing   

Kayaking / canoeing   

Windsurfing  

Boat launching 

Ferry service 

Snorkelling 

Rock pool rambling 

Stand-up paddling 

Current use - water-based recreation

Amongst the most common water-based activities offered across the 
reserves are:

> fishing

> swimming

> boating.

The table opposite lists the water-based activities reported by each of the 
CoMs in various documents and in consultations. It is probable that some of 
the more generic activities are common across a greater number of CoMs 
(e.g. swimming and possibly surfing and its derivatives).

Four of the reserves host Yacht clubs, which are a source of revenue 
(largely lease agreements) and social capital for those CoMs. 

Crib Point Stony Point uniquely manages a boat ramp, which is a source of 
revenue for the CoM. It is also located withing an important transport hub, 
and uniquely attracts people using the ferry service to French Island and 
Phillip Island. Although the ferry service is a separate entity, visitors are 
often using onsite amenities and contribute to traffic congestion and wear 
and tear.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Stakeholders and relationships
MoUs, leases and licences

CoMs manage a range of relationships with a variety of stakeholders. These include Memorandums of Understanding, Leases, Licenses and managing interest groups of nearby 
tenants. The MoU with MPSC is a fee for service agreement. Otherwise, these activities represent sources of revenue, in-kind support and reciprocity. They are also suggestive of 
the complex responsibilities that many of the volunteer CoMs are currently managing. Further detail is provided on the following pages.

Crib Point / Stony Point Somers (PV) Balnarring Beach Merricks Beach Point Leo Shoreham

MoUs MPSC Dog Ranger MPSC Dog Ranger

Happy Glampers

Balnarring (plants and dog 
education)

Point Leo (Ranger & 
equipment)

MPSC Dog Ranger MPSC Dog Ranger

Leases Vic Track (DoT) annual fee to 
use land for overflow trailer 
parking

Somers Yacht Club –
6,000m2

Western Port Yacht Club –
3,835m2

Merricks Yacht Club Kiosk
Angling Club
Boat Club

Licenses Somers General Store for car 
park for use by customers

Get Salty Surf School

Peninsula Stand Up Paddle

Peninsula Surf School

East Coast Surf School

The Business of Yoga

Get Salty Surf School

Peninsula Stand Up Paddle

Other HMAS Cerberus naval base 
(C’wealth land)

AGL intending to establish 
Floating Storage and 
Regasification Unit 

Train station and Ferry 
stations

Merricks CoM member provides 
environmental science mentorship 
to Ranger

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Stakeholders and relationships

Relationships between Region 1 CoMs

There are many connections, relationships and agreements in place 
between Region 1 CoMs (see opposite), particularly between 
Balnarring, Merricks and Point Leo who share resources and expertise. 

MPSC provides support to most CoMs, however the nature and value 
of support varies greatly between CoMs. A collective MoU was recently 
established for MPSC to provide ranger services to monitor and 
enforce dog walking regulations. This is a fee for service arrangement. 
Merricks and Crib Point Stony Point have chosen not to engage MPSC 
for this service.

Some CoMs are linked by geography, providing a natural opportunity 
for joined up land care activities. Others manage common functions 
and facilities that could point to opportunities for collaboration. These 
include:

> four CoMs with yacht clubs

> four CoMs with camping grounds

> Point Leo and Shoreham have two common licensees.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Stakeholders and relationships

Relationships between Region 1 CoMs (continued…)

As well as being geographically separated, Crib Point Stony Point is the only CoM in the 
region to provide boat ramp facilities. In addition, Crib Point Stony Point manage several 
complex relationships with nearby tenants who have overlapping assets and with 
commercial interest groups. These include:

> Crib Point Stony Point train station

> ferry terminal to French Island and Phillip island

> HMAS Cerberus naval base

> land and assets managed by the Port Authority

> lease with VicTrack (Department of Transport) to use land for overflow trailer parking

> a proposal by AGL to moor a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit (FSRU) at Crib 
Point Jetty.

Given the geographic separation and unique challenges impacting Crib Point Stony 
Point, a separate treatment of this reserve to ensure it is well supported may be 
warranted. 
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Financial management and sustainability

Future 
state

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

management 
arrangements

Capabilities

Social capital

Financial management and sustainability review approach

Financial management of CoMs is one of the six key domains examined by this review 
and is covered in the following pages. Grosvenor conducted a desktop review of financial 
reports provided to DELWP by CoMs over the past three years. The aim was to:

> understand the key income and expenditure streams, the overall financial position 
and any trend in movements over the past three years

> identify any opportunities or risks to financial position (including, but not limited to, 
impacts of potential policy changes to the collection of boat ramp or camping fees)

> calculate key financial ratios, which allow comparison across CoM, to understand any 
strengths or challenges.

The analysis also looked broadly at financial management practices including the extent 
of:

> CoMs understanding and knowledge of financial management and reporting 
principles

> budget management and ability to meet financial commitment

> documentation of financial records, ability to identify financial position and proactive 
management of financial performance and risk mitigation.

An assessment of financial management competency maturity has been provided 
within. It should be noted that the expectations across CoMs differ according to the 
risks, values and complexity managed across reserves. As such, it is not expected 
that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’. Instead the competency 
maturity map is a tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding 
of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can 
best support CoMs to address gaps and build on strengths.
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Financial management and sustainability

Hastings
(MPSC)

Crib Point
/ Stony
Point

Somers
(PV)

Balnarring
Beach

Merricks
Beach Point Leo Shoreham Flinders

(MPSC)
Total

Region 1

2016-17 $372,116 $20,000 $354,897 $7,064 $719,599 $220,187 $1,693,863
2017-18 $355,878 $20,000 $420,683 $61,907 $787,862 $304,299 $1,950,629
2018-19 $419,683 $20,000 $837,945 $320,541 $1,598,169
Total across 3 years $0 $1,147,677 $60,000 $775,580 $68,971 $2,345,406 $845,027 $0 $5,242,661
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$1,000,000

$1,500,000
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Income 2016/17 – 2018/19

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total across 3 years

Financial data is not available for Hastings, Flinders and Somers. 2018-19 data was not available for Merricks and Balnarring at the time of writing.

Income 2016/17 - 2018/19

Across the region, voluntary CoMs in Region 1 have recorded combined income of 
$5.24m over the past 3 years (excludes MPSC managed reserves). Around 45% 
has been generated by Point Leo. As the largest income earner in the region and 
with income increasing year by year, it is nearing the current threshold of $1m 
revenue and it is feasible that it could become a stand alone Category 1 CoM, 
meaning it would trigger new supports and oversights and CoM members will be 
eligible to receive payments1. 

The majority of revenue in the region is generated through camp fees which are 
collected across four reserves, followed by boat ramp which is unique to Crib Point 
Stony Point.

Lower income generating CoMs include Merricks, which is largely dependent on 
grant funding, and Somers, which is managed by Parks Victoria under interim 
arrangements and receives $20,000 per year from DELWP.

Other revenue is generated through various leases, licenses, permits (e.g. horse 
riding at Balnarring), and grant funding which can vary year on year. Given the 
limitations of available data, a regional breakdown of expenditure based on 
categories cannot be provided. Further details for individual CoMs are available in 
the attachments.

Point Leo Shoreham Balnarring Crib Point 
Stony 
Point

% revenue from camping 85% 95% 89% 67%

% revenue from boat ramp n/a n/a n/a 30%
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Financial management and sustainability

Hastings
(MPSC)

Crib Point
/ Stony
Point

Somers
(PV)

Balnarring
Beach

Merricks
Beach Point Leo Shoreham Flinders

(MPSC)
Total

Region 1

2016-17 $41,641 $7,049 -$398 $292,281 $16,195 $356,768
2017-18 -$20,461 $125,436 $40,001 $299,730 -$37,211 $407,495
2018-19 $80,117 $251,396 $27,398 $358,911
Total across 3 years $0 $101,297 $0 $132,485 $39,603 $843,407 $6,382 $0 $1,123,174
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$1,100,000

$1,200,000

Net position – 2016/17 – 2018/19

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total across 3 years

Net financial position 2016/17 – 2018/19

Across Region 1, CoMs have recorded a net profit of $1.1m across the past 
3 years (excluding Hastings and Flinders). Seventy five per cent of this profit 
was generated at Point Leo, which has the greatest revenue earning 
capacity and shows a net profit of $843,407 over the 3-year period.

By contrast, CoMs such as Merricks operate close to break even, often 
adjusting expenditure annually according to grant funding received. Although 
it is one of the top four revenue generators, Shoreham also operates close to 
break even. Whilst this is not necessarily problematic for a not-for-profit 
organisation, there may be opportunity for the CoM to review operations to 
identify if it is possible to increase its profit margin. This will in turn help it to 
meet planned expenditure thus becoming more financially sustainable.

Despite some annual losses, all CoMs are operating at a profit when 
averaged across the past 3 years. It should be noted that an enabler of this 
profit margin is the significant volunteer hours contributed by CoM members 
and the broader community. Estimated to be upward of $450K per annum, a 
shift away from this volunteer model is likely to create an operating deficit 
across the region.

Further details for the financial position of individual CoMs are available in 
the attachments.

Financial data is missing / not available for Hastings, Flinders and Somers. 2018-19 data was not available for Merricks and Balnarring at the time of writing.
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Financial management and sustainability

Impact of changes to boating or camping fee collection 

Boat ramp fees
Collection of boat ramp fees was abolished in 2019 under the Victorian 
Government’s Better Boating Policy. CoMs are currently subsidised for managing 
boat ramps, whilst long term management arrangements are being finalised.

Crib Point Stony Point is the only CoM in Region 1 that manages a fee collecting 
boat ramp. Boat ramp fees currently comprise 30% ($125,281) of Crib Point Stony 
Point CoM revenue and represents 7.84% of all revenue generated by CoMs 
across the region in 2018-19. A preliminary interrogation of the CoM’s financial 
data for the past 3 years shows that the expenditure on boat ramp facilities and 
operations ($401,290) was greater than the revenue it generated for the period 
($355,878). It is possible that there may be a positive net affect if boat ramp 
responsibilities were transferred to another entity, however, the extent to which 
boat ramp activities subsidise or enable other activities needs to be fully explored.

Camp fees

Should similar policy changes impact on the collection of camp fees by CoMs, the 
impact will be more widespread, significantly affecting 4 of the 6 voluntary CoMs.  
Again, expenditure against these activities should also be examined to understand 
the net affect on profitability.  The financial records provided did not enable this 
level of interrogation across all CoMs.

Boat ramps Camp fees

Crib Point / Stony Point Moderate impact
(30% revenue)

Significant impact
(67% revenue)

Somers (PV) No impact No impact

Balnarring Beach 
No impact Significant impact

(89% revenue)
Merricks Beach No impact No impact

Point Leo 
No impact Significant impact

(85% revenue)
Shoreham 

No impact Significant impact
(95% revenue)

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Financial management and sustainability
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Profitability Unknown Low Unknown Low Moderate Low Moderate Unknown

Liquidity Unknown Low Unknown Low Unknown Low Low Unknown

Balance sheet Unknown Low Unknown Low Unknown Low Low Unknown

Leverage Unknown Low Unknown Low Unknown Low Low Unknown

Financial data is missing for Hastings and Flinders. 2018-19 data was not available for Merricks and Balnarring at the time of writing and the level of detail supplied by Merricks and Somers was not sufficient to calculate all ratios.

Key financial ratios– Region 1

Key financial ratios are useful for comparing like businesses or 
operations. A full explanation of the key financial ratios can be found at 
attachment B and details on individual CoM ratios are available in the 
current state summary packs for each CoM (refer to attachments C-H). 

The key financial ratios across all four categories (profitability, liquidity, 
balance sheet and leverage) are low for the majority of the CoMs and 
suggest reasonably sound financial management practices across the 
region. Merricks and Shoreham each have a moderate risk rating for 
their profitability ratio. Notably:

> Merricks has sufficient cash to cover planned works, however the 
low working capital means there is little margin for unexpected 
expenses

> Shoreham is also financially sound, with a net positive financial 
position and revenue which is increasing year by year. The 
moderate rating is driven by low cash reserves and forecasted 
capital works. The CoM has taken some action to reduce expenses, 
however, it’s position should continue to be monitored by the CoM 
and DELWP.

Key financial ratio categories:

> Profitability ratios measure how well an entity uses its assets to produce profit

> Liquidity ratios measure if an entity has enough resources to meet its short term obligations

> Balance sheet ratios are concerned with the relationship of current assets to current liabilities listed on the 
entities balance sheet

> Leverage ratios determine the relative level of debt to assets of an entity as a measure of its long-term 
financial stability (solvency)
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Financial management and sustainability

Limited Developing Effective

Financial 
management

> Somers (PV) > Crib Point Stony Point
> Merricks
> Shoreham

> Balnarring
> Point Leo

> Low understanding and 
knowledge of financial 
management and 
reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t 
regularly documented

> Limited budget 
management, with 
financial commitments 
regularly unable to be 
met

> Little to no 
demonstrated evidence 
or effort attributed to 
developing an accurate 
understanding of 
financial position, and 
identifying tactics and 
strategies to improve 
financial management 
and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding 
and knowledge of 
financial management 
and reporting principles

> Financial records are 
documented but have 
some gaps or are only 
documented 
infrequently

> Demonstrated budget 
management, with 
financial commitments 
almost always able to 
be met

> Financial position 
almost always known 
with evidence of 
planning in place to 
improve financial 
management and 
performance and 
reduce risk

> In-depth understanding 
and knowledge of 
financial management 
and reporting principles

> Detailed financial 
records are routinely 
documented in 
accordance with 
standards capable of 
being audited

> Comprehensive budget 
management, with 
financial commitments 
always able to be met

> Accurate financial 
position able to be 
identified on demand, 
with maintain and/or 
comprehensive and up-
to-date planning in 
place to improve 
financial management 
and performance and 
reduce risk

Financial management competencies and maturity

Financial practices, reporting processes and key financial ratio risk profiles were 
considered in order to assign a maturity rating against financial competencies. It is not 
expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values 
and complexity of financial management requirements varies across reserves. The 
findings should be taken in the context of the nature of the individual CoM operations. 
The management competency assessment is a snapshot profile only and some 
ratings are affected due to missing data. 

Financial reporting tools and the level of detail provided in documents varied across 
CoMs. This variance is to be expected given the different scale and complexity of 
operations between CoMs. There may, however, be some efficiency and greater 
transparency if minimum standard were established and CoMs were provided with 
baseline tools such as templates and guidance for how to generate and use income 
statements, profit and loss statements, balance sheets, for example (that CoMs could 
use in the absence of existing or preferred tools).

Financial practices across the region were largely appropriate and commensurate 
with the scale of operations for each of the CoMs. In the case of Somers, which is 
managed by Parks Victoria, a ‘limited’ rating was assigned due to the lack of financial 
data available at the level of the reserve combined with a lack of revenue generating 
activities onsite. Under interim arrangements, the CoM is currently dependent on a 
$20,000 grant from DELWP. A viable revenue stream will need to be considered for 
ongoing management arrangements. It should be noted that the rating does not 
reflect the financial acumen or position of PV more broadly.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Asset management

Future 
state

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

management 
arrangements

Capabilities

Social capital

Asset management review approach

CoMs are responsible for a wide array of coastal assets, some of which are of important 
historical and cultural significance.

Asset management is one of the key domains examined by this review and is covered in 
the following pages. Grosvenor conducted a desktop review of reports provided to 
DELWP by CoMs as well as the inventories produced by the Victorian Environmental 
Assessment Council (VEAC).

which listed key assets, conditions, replacement values and planned works. The aim 
was to:

> understand the key assets managed by CoMs, including any of historical or cultural 
significance

> understand the total value of assets held by each CoM

> understand the condition of assets and what works are planned to repair or replace 
assets

The analysis also looked broadly at asset management practices including the extent to 
which CoMs:

> capture and maintaining accurate records details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and condition

> monitor the condition of asset, plan for the protection, repair or replacement of assets 
and maximise public value of assets

> engage experts for advice and assistance, when necessary, to best manage assets

An assessment of asset management competency maturity has been provided within. 
It should be noted that the expectations across CoMs differ according to the risks, 
values and complexity managed across reserves. As such, it is not expected that all 
CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’. Instead the competency maturity 
map is a tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the 
current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best 
support CoMs to address gaps and build on strengths.
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Asset management

$1,400,000

$380,000

$2,400,000

$295,000$4,950,000

$1,700,000

Replacement value of assets

Crib Point / Stony Point Somers (PV) Balnarring Beach

Merricks Beach Point Leo Shoreham

Asset summary and replacement value

In February 2019, CoMs were requested by DELWP to provide an estimate of the 
replacement value of their assets. The estimated total replacement value of assets 
across Region 1 is $11.125m. This excludes assets for Hastings and Flinders (both 
MPSC managed reserves). 

Asset value estimates ranged greatly across the region from $295k at Merricks to 
$4.95m at Point Leo; equivalent to almost half the value of all regional assets. Those 
CoMs that provide camping facilities (Balnarring, Shoreham, Crib Point Stony Point 
and Point Leo) manage higher value assets due to the provision of camping amenities 
– toilets and showers, kitchen facilities, manager’s residences, etc. In addition, the 
yacht club at Balnarring represented a significantly valued asset. Other reserves with 
yacht clubs did not directly manage the asset.

By contrast, Somers and Merricks both manage significantly lower value assets than 
their neighbouring CoMs, comprising largely toilet blocks, access tracks, car parks, 
fences and signage.

Notably, some asset lists were not comprehensive and in some instances, asset 
estimates were not provided. It is likely that a full audit of the regions assets would 
result in an increase in the total estimated asset value.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Asset management

Limited Developing Effective

Asset 
Management

> Somers (PV) > Crib Point Stony Point
> Balnarring
> Merricks
> Point Leo
> Shoreham

> No or incomplete / 
inaccurate records of 
details of assets, such 
as description, location, 
date of acquisition, 
value estimate and 
condition

> Limited or no 
monitoring of asset 
condition, and low 
levels of planning or 
intervention to protect, 
sustain and or replace 
assets to meet 
stakeholder needs, with 
missed opportunity to 
extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of 
knowledge of asset 
management practices, 
and ineffective / 
inefficient use of expert 
advice and assistance 
in asset management

> Generally accurate and 
complete records exist 
which capture details of 
assets, including 
description, location, 
date of acquisition, 
value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition 
or some or all assets, 
with some planning in 
place to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets 
to meet stakeholder 
needs, and make good 
use of asset value and 
utility

> Some knowledge of 
asset management 
practices, and 
appropriate use of 
expert advice and 
assistance to best 
manage assets

> Systemised approach 
to capturing and 
maintaining an accurate 
record of assets, 
including description, 
location, date of 
acquisition, value 
estimate and condition

> Proactively monitors 
condition of assets and 
develops strategies and 
plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets 
to best meet 
stakeholder needs, and 
otherwise extract 
maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of 
asset management 
practices, including 
good understanding of 
when to involve expert 
advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

Asset management competencies and maturity

Asset management practices, including CoM processes for recording, monitoring, 
assessing risk, maintaining and utilising assets were considered in order to assign a 
maturity rating against asset management competencies. It is not expected that all 
CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity of 
asset management requirements varies across reserves. The findings should be 
taken in the context of the nature of the individual CoM operations. The management 
competency assessment is a snapshot profile only and some ratings are downgraded 
due to missing data.

There is estimated to be upward of $11m worth of assets managed by CoMs across 
Region 1, providing both significant risk and opportunity. Most CoMs were rated as 
'developing' in their asset management maturity and there is opportunity for 
improvement and further support to develop this capability across the region.

Asset management practices and records varied greatly, and included ad-hoc or 
systematic observation, recording of assets, some condition reporting and 
prioritisation and some asset maintenance or upgrades denoted within business 
planning, etc. The approaches by CoMs often showed elements of good practice 
but none were observed to be comprehensive or exemplar in their approach.

Asset management is often intrinsically linked with the financial position of the CoM. 
In many instances asset repair or maintenance is dependent on revenue (sometimes 
grants which are less predictable in their nature) rather than on a risk profile. As 
such, CoMs understandably execute an opportunistic rather than strategic approach 
to asset management. Furthermore, assets across the region may be treated in an 
inequitable fashion due to the variance in financial position for each CoM.

Due to partial, incomplete and inconsistent record keeping, the level of asset risk 
carried by each CoM as well as across the region remains largely unknown.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Environmental management

Future 
state

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

management 
arrangements

Capabilities

Social capital

An assessment of environmental management competency maturity has been 
provided within. It should be noted that the expectations across CoMs differ according 
to the risks, values and complexity managed across reserves. As such, it is not 
expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’. Instead the 
competency maturity map is a tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared 
understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how 
DELWP can best support CoMs to address gaps and build on strengths.

Environmental management review approach

All Region 1 Crown Land reserves are situated within the Western Port Ramsar wetland 
site and the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.  As land managers, the CoMs are charged 
with a range of environmental management duties to protect these significant sites.

Environmental management is one of the six key domains examined by this review and 
is covered in the following pages. Grosvenor conducted a desktop review of reports 
provided to DELWP by CoMs as well as the inventories produced by the Victorian 
Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC). The aim was to understand:

> the environmental significance of sites 

> the complexities, threats and priorities CoMs have identified in relation to 
environmental challenges

> the extent to which CoMs proactively plan for and take steps to preserve and protect 
the natural environment

> the extent to which environmental factors and considerations inform decision making 

The analysis also looked broadly at environmental management practices including the 
extent to which CoMs:

> capture and maintaining accurate records details of environmental threats and 
priorities

> monitor the condition of environmental assets

> engage experts for advice and assistance, when necessary, to manage 
environmental issues.
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Ramsar wetland site        

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve        

Conservation listed species (plant) Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Conservation listed species (animal) Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Endangered, vulnerable, depleted rare 
species

Unknown    Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Important marine biotope Unknown  Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Important coastal bird site Unknown  Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Birdlife International Key Biodiversity 
Area

Unknown    Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Environmental values and uses of coastal reserves

The Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC) 
inventories were available for three of the eight reserves. They 
suggest that the reserves managed by Region 1 CoMs are 
important sites for important marine biotope, important coastal 
birds and bird diversity and are homes to endangered, 
vulnerable, depleted and rare species. 

Given the environmental significance of the area, it is 
reasonable to expect commensurate expertise and support to 
manage environmental challenges and provide protections to 
the flora and fauna within the area. Many, but not all CoMs
have members with expertise in environmental science, land 
care and biodiversity.
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Environmental management
Environmental threats and priorities 

In February 2019, each CoM was asked to report what it believed to be the top environmental threats or priorities it was managing. These, along 
with other issues raised during consultations, have been reported below. Erosion and animal pest control were the most commonly identified 
threats, followed closely by pest plant invasion and fire management.

Crib Point / 
Stony Point

Somers (PV) Balnarring 
Beach

Merricks 
Beach

Point Leo Shoreham

Erosion (including weather and tide changes) or sand 
movement

    

Pest animal invasion     

Weed / pest plant invasion    

Fire safety / control    

Population pressures and increased visitation   

Protection of flora (including mangroves)   

Inappropriate removal of vegetation (perceived fire 
hazard or aesthetic)

  

Stormwater drainage  

Climate change (including rising sea levels, tidal 
changes, increasing temperatures and declining rainfall)

 

Demand for greater access points (recreational fishing) 

Protection of fauna 

Inappropriate industrial development 

Ignorance about how to manage environmental issues 

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Environmental management

As many of the approaches are being duplicated across areas, and consistency of 
some practices may be desirable (for example, land care for continuous stretches of 
land), there is likely to be merit in approaching environmental management 
more strategically across reserves. 

There are growing concerns for managing impacts from climate change, including 
rising sea levels, tidal changes, increased temperatures, wave surges and erosion, 
etc.. These complexities are outside the skill set and resource capabilities of current 
voluntary CoMs.

Environmental tools and controls

CoMs report using a range of environmental management tools and controls, 
including:

> Coastal Management Plan

> fauna surveys (to monitor diversity and count)

> flora surveys (including weed mapping)

> leveraging environmental science expertise within CoM

> conducting environmental education activities and programs

> regular inspections and photo points for long term monitoring

> collaboration with neighbouring CoMs for consistency and / or sharing resources

> restricting access through zoning

> feral animal pest control

> weed control, revegetation and planting

> beach clean ups.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Environmental management

Limited Developing Effective
Environmental 
management

> Somers (PV) > Crib Point Stony Point
> Point Leo

> Balnarring
> Merricks
> Shoreham

> Limited to no 
planning or steps 
taken to preserve and 
protect the natural 
environment, and 
otherwise mitigate 
environmental risks 
including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, 
weed, population and 
climate change 
growth

> Limited to no 
reference to 
environmental factors 
and considerations in 
decision making

> Takes some steps and 
puts in place some 
planning efforts to 
preserve and protect 
the natural 
environment, and 
otherwise mitigate 
environmental risks 
including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, 
weed, population and 
climate change growth

> Environmental factors 
and considerations 
taken into account 
when making significant 
decisions

> Proactively plans and 
takes steps to preserve 
and protect the natural 
environment, and 
otherwise mitigate 
environmental risks 
including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, 
weed, population and 
climate change growth

> Environmental factors 
and considerations 
routinely and 
appropriately inform 
decision making 

Environmental management competencies and maturity

Environmental management practices varied between CoMs. Many CoMs have 
established Coastal Management Plans, however, some of these are now six or 
seven years old and it is unclear if they continue to provide relevant guidance and if 
CoMs are reporting against these

Most Region 1 CoMs are taking active measures to protect indigenous species, 
control pest invasion and undertake planting activities. A number of CoMs reported 
less confidence in managing fire safety (including controlled burning) and complex 
climate change related impacts, and would welcome additional support in these 
areas.

While levels of environmental expertise vary between CoMs and regionally, there are 
good examples where resources and equipment have been traded for mentorship. 
Several CoMs have engaged expert advice as required, including surveying of flora 
and fauna and development of the Coastal Management Plans.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Governance and management arrangements

Future 
state

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

management 
arrangements

Capabilities

Social capital

Governance, capabilities and social capital review approach

The final three of the six key domains examined by this review; governance and 
management arrangements, capabilities and social capital are detailed over the following 
pages. Grosvenor conducted a desktop review of reports provided to DELWP by CoMs, 
examined online materials and requested information directly from CoMs in order to:

> understand the current membership, tenure, and motivations of CoMs volunteers

> understand the reserve management responsibilities

> understand the skill sets provided by volunteer CoMs, how these are supplemented 
by paid staff and how well they align with the reserve management responsibilities

> understand and, to the extent possible, quantify the social capital generated through 
the current CoMs model

An assessment of governance competency maturity across the region is also provided.  
It considers information from across all six domains and covers the approaches to:

> recruitment, retention and development of volunteers and paid staff

> risk management, including welfare and safety of volunteers and staff

> compliance with legal obligations

> maturity of policies and procedures

> strategic planning and management

> stakeholder management, including local communities and government bodies.
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Governance and management arrangements

CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

There are currently 34 members serving across 5 voluntary CoMs in Region 1. In 
addition Parks Victoria manage Somers under interim arrangements and MPSC 
manage Hastings and Flinders. 

Recruitment of voluntary CoM members is led by DELWP using an Expression of 
Interest process and interviews leading to merit-based appointments. There are 
mixed views on this process with some CoMs indicating that they would like to be 
involved as partners in the assessment process. 

With the exception of Point Leo who indicate strong interest in CoM positions, 
CoMs face difficulty recruiting new and suitable members (i.e. people with aligned 
skills and without conflict of interests). Some CoMs risk member burnout as a 
result. In addition to DELWP advertising, CoMs rely largely on word of mouth for 
recruitment. There is opportunity to consider new ways to recruit younger people to 
volunteer on CoMs (for example, better use of social media platforms, local school 
and tertiary study networks, etc.).

Crib Point faces complex challenges. Coupled with many members of long tenure, 
there is a risk in the sustainability of the existing CoM and further consideration 
should be given to either supporting the CoM (through technical expertise and or 
departmental liaison) or appointing more appropriate land managers who have 
capability and capacity to manage these complexities.

Point Leo has established sub-committees focusing on building and finance (with 
some cross over between the two). This model lends itself to greater scrutiny and 
could serve as an exemplar model for a larger CoM configuration or cross-CoM 
collaboration. 

Hastings and Flinders (both managed by MPSC) are excluded from this analysis
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Each CoM, dependent on the functions it supports, undertake similar duties, including:

> land care planning, coordination and execution

> preparing emergency plans, fire plans, etc.
> managing risks including infrastructure, trees, fuel loads, cliff edges

> controlling weeds and pest animals

> hiring and overseeing contractors for capital works and asset 
maintenance and upgrades

> consulting and informing the community

> accounting / bookkeeping / preparing financial statements

> preparing, administering and acquitting grants
> coordinating volunteer activities

> managing leases and licenses with onsite tenants and providers

> education, regulation and enforcement (dogs, vehicles, camping, 
fishers, rubbish dumping, etc.)

> policy development

> liaising with other organisations including government agencies

> issuing permits (camping, horse riding, boat ramp, etc.)

> administering bookings and collecting fees (camping, boating, etc.)
> managing traffic

> employing staff and managing HR processes including taxes and payroll

> advocating against inappropriate development
> managing boat ramps and dredging

> managing caravan parks

> maintaining reserve websites and promotional materials.

Hastings and Flinders (both managed by MPSC) are excluded from this analysis
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Capabilities

Skill sets of current committee members

Current members of the CoMs contribute a range of professional skills that are well 
aligned to overseeing the reserve land including land care and environmental sciences, 
business acumen, community engagement, public sector and social policy, a range of 
technical professional and trade skills, local knowledge and many other skills and traits 
(see opposite).

In many instances, the skills of the CoM are complimented further by paid employees 
and contractors including, but not limited to accountants, arborists, plumbers, 
electricians, cleaners, and administrative support.

Four of the voluntary CoMs employ professional staff such as managers and/or Rangers 
and administrative staff (Point Leo, Crib Point Stony Point, Shoreham, Balnarring) and 
the Point Leo Ranger works with Merricks one day per week in return for mentorship.

Some CoMs identified gaps in skills and areas they would like additional support, 
including:

> legal expertise, including to negotiate leases and licenses

> human resource management.

Hastings and Flinders (both managed by MPSC) are excluded from this analysis
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Social capital

Social capital – Region 1

CoM members across the region contribute more than 5,000 volunteer hours in the 
form of labour and professional services. When asked what motivates members to be 
involved in their CoMs, they reported a variety of reasons. Common drivers include:

> connection to like-minded people

> protecting the natural environment

> to stop large developments

> intergenerational / family connections – many have been coming to the area since 
they were children

> to represent the views of key user groups, e.g. campers

> deep connection to the land itself

> residents who what to connect and contribute to the broader community.

In addition, CoMs leverage social capital in the form of volunteer action groups and 
clean up days. Grosvenor estimates the combined volunteer efforts to be in excess of 
$450,000 per annum. Additionally, cost savings are recognised through local 
contracting with low or no administration overheads that may occur in a centralised 
agency.

34 members across 5 volunteer CoMs contribute upwards 
of 5,000 hours of labour and professional services per 
year.

A further 5,000+ hours are contributed by local 
communities through volunteer efforts coordinated by 
CoMs. Typical activities include beach cleaning, weeding 
and planting.

The volunteer efforts of CoMs across Region 1 are 
estimated to be upwards of $450K per annum. Some of 
the smaller CoMs have higher volunteer contributions as 
they do not employ paid staff or have budgets available for 
contractors.

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours (which 
are difficult to value), the CoMs facilitate local goodwill and 
value in their contracting arrangements, which may not be 
realised through more scaled procurements which 
traditionally carry greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, 
connectivity and local custodianship derived through 
community participation, local decision-making and 
autonomy is difficult to value monetarily but should be 
acknowledged.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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Governance competency maturity

Limited Developing Effective
Governance > Somers (PV) > Crib Point Stony Point

> Merricks
> Balnarring
> Point Leo
> Shoreham

> No formal processes in place 
or documented to identify, 
source, educate and sustain 
required personnel, with 
frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for 
coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and 
safety

> No formal approach to 
capturing and managing risk

> Gaps evident in 
understanding of compliance 
obligations, and limited 
policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant 
management

> Limited strategy, 
management and business 
planning processes in place 
and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with 
local community, and/or low 
understanding of community 
concerns

> Limited-low levels of 
cooperation with 
stakeholders, including local 
and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, 
source, educate and sustain 
required personnel, with some 
inconsistency in process 
compliance and documentation 
and/or minor skill/knowledge 
gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating 
personnel and protecting their 
welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to 
capture and manage risk

> Sound understanding of 
compliance obligations, with 
policies and procedures in place 
to meet obligations, including 
licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management 
and business planning 
processes are in place with 
outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local 
community, with reasonable 
understanding of community 
concerns

> Generally cooperates with 
stakeholders, including local 
and state government bodies, to 
meet stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes 
in place and complied with to 
identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with 
little-no skill / knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to 
coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and 
planning processes are in place 
and routinely revisited and 
updated

> Comprehensive understanding of 
compliance obligations, with 
documented and up to date 
policies and procedures in place 
to meet obligations, including 
licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, 
management and business 
planning processes are in place 
with outcomes documented

> Processes in place to routinely 
engage with local community 
members and to proactively 
identify and address community 
concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local 
and state government bodies to 
best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify 
improvement opportunities

Governance competencies and maturity

Governance approaches, including recruiting and developing 
members, providing safe conditions for personnel, monitoring risk, 
managing legal obligations, setting strategy, ensuring effective policy 
and procedures are in place and liaising with government agencies and 
the broader community were considered in order to assign a maturity 
rating against asset management competencies.

Once again, it is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity 
rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity of governance 
obligations varies across reserves. The findings should be taken in the 
context of the nature of the individual CoM operations. The 
management competency assessment is a snapshot profile only and 
some ratings have been affected due to missing data.

All CoMs follow the recruitment processes outlined by DELWP. With 
the exception of Point Leo who indicate strong interest in CoM
positions, CoMs face difficulty recruiting new and suitable members 
and the sustainability of the CoMs model, therefore, is under threat.

Most CoMs follow appropriate governance processes. Those rated 
‘effective’ demonstrated strong community engagement, accountability 
and transparency. Documentation of risk assessment, decision-making 
and business planning processes varies between CoMs, however, it is 
noted that some documentation may be available but was not explicitly 
requested in this process.

Somers is managed by PV under interim arrangements, and ongoing 
governance is to be resolved, resulting in a lower rating.

Inputs for Hastings and Flinders (MPSC) were not available at the time of writing this report.
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SWOT analysis
Strengths

> passionate CoMs with local expertise, community relationships and influence

> CoM members contribute a range of professional and trade skills

> significant social capital generated through CoM and broader community volunteers

> overheads are low and value is achieved through local contracting

> community identity and needs are able to be addressed under the current local CoMs 
structure

> in some instances, CoMs have self-organised and have established agreements to 
support each other or work across boundaries.

Opportunities
> plan for foreshore preservation and / or development across larger catchments in 

order to achieve greater consistency and efficiency

> create new shared services / reciprocity across neighbouring CoMs (accounting, 
asset management, land care activities, asset utilisation, etc.) 

> training and common policy, procedures and tools will help to establish and achieve 
minimum standards across capability areas

> consider efficient ways for CoMs to tap into centralised specialist skills such as legal, 
or financial services, accounting and human resource management

> consolidate some or all CoMs to achieve better economy of scale (in combination with 
the above).

Weaknesses
> recruiting members and volunteers is difficult for many CoMs and there is risk 

of volunteer ageing and burnout
> asset management approaches are partial or incomplete meaning risks are 

not effectively managed and assets may not be fully utilised
> asset repair and upgrades are often dependent on financial position and 

opportunities rather than long term strategy and risk management
> local priority setting can be disruptive and inefficient when addressing 

common issues such as including land care
> financial positions between CoMs differs greatly and therefore resourcing for 

key projects, maintenance and upgrades is inequitable with smaller CoMs 
dependent on less predictable grant funding

> CoMs are not equipped to deal with the increasing complexity of 
environmental issues, including those associated with climate change.

Threats
> Better Boating Policy may significantly impact Crib Point revenue
> four CoMs are highly dependent on camping fees creating a single failure 

point should any policy changes occur that affect collection of fees
> CoM and volunteers ageing and burnout risk the current model becoming 

unsustainable
> changes to the current model may deter some volunteers and deteriorate 

social capital
> commercial and income generating activities can introduce greater amenity 

and management costs as well as environmental risks. This trade-off should 
be examined.

> risk of public safety as a result of poor asset management practices.
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Attachments
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Attachment A: Management competency maturity map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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Limited Developing Effective

Asset management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 

Management competency maturity map (cont…)
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DRAFT

Attachment B: Key financial ratios guide
Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity 
that has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total Assets) 
x 100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate 

the entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty 
meeting its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects 
or assets as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can
indicate cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines 
in income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. 
A negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; 
in particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. 
A high gearing is generally considered speculative

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt
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Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore Reserve summary

Description:

The Crib Point Stony Point Committee of Management (CRSP CoM / CoM) is 
responsible for the management of 104.87 hectares of publicly owned foreshore, 
camping grounds and bushland at Crib Point Stony Point. The site is listed as a district 
heritage place and extends from Jacks Beach Reserve to Stony Point on the Western 
Port side of the Mornington Peninsula.  

The surrounding area is a complex parcel of land with multiple landowners and interests. 
The Stony Point section of the reserve adjoins Commonwealth Land that hosts HMAS 
Cerberus naval base. To the northern end of Woolley's Beach (i.e. Crib Point Jetty) is 
land managed by the Port of Hasting Authority and Vic Track (Department of Transport) 
owns the land behind and beside the Stony Point Caravan Park. The area functions as a 
transport corridor, with Stony Point train station connecting commuters to Frankston 
metropolitan train line and to the ferry service to French Island. 

In February 2019, the Committee reported in excess of 14,800 visitors including caravan 
/ campers and grey nomad tourists, recreational fishers, bushwalkers, kayakers and bird 
watching.

Current use:

> Land based recreation: walking, camping, passive recreational activities, bird 
watching, as a base to explore local tourism attractions

> Water-based recreation: fishing, boating, kayaking, ferry service

> Leases / MOU: 

− Lease agreement with VicTrack to use area of land behind caravan park for 
over-flow boat trailer parking. Annual fee paid.

CoM’s vision:

Crib Point Stony Point is an historic coastal village near to the valued 
and sensitive environmental assets for Western Port Bay. The CoM 
seeks to preserve the biodiversity of the area whilst meeting the 
growing recreational and environmental needs of the ~3,000 
permanent residents as well as seasonal visitors and day-trippers.
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DRAFT

Financial management and sustainability

Key financial ratios

$372,116 $355,878 

419,682

$330,475 
$376,339 392,693
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Financial position 2016/17 – 2018/19

Income Expenses Net

* Refer to Attachment 2 for guidance calculations and uses of Key Financial Ratios

Ratio* FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY2018-19* Overall Risk
Profitability Low 

Gross Profit Margin 11.19% (5.75%) 6.43%

Net Profit Margin 11.19% (5.75%) 6.43%

Return on Assets 12.12% (6.29%) 7.67%

Return on Equity 13.63% (7.18%) 8.65%

Liquidity Low 

Current Ratio 5.61 4.19 4.46

Working Capital Low 

Working Capital $ 175,532 $ 
128,924 $ 137,830 

Operating Reserve 65% 45% 45%

Reinvestment 120.23% 176.23% 171.69%

Leverage Low 

Debt to Assets 0.11 0.12 0.11

Debt to Equity 0.12 0.14 0.13

Expense allocation

Administration to Total 
Expense 22% 24% 26%

Land Management to 
Total Expense 5% 4% 6%

Cost of Goods Sold to 
Total Expense 72% 72% 69%
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management and sustainability

For the year ended 30 June 2019, Crib Point Stony Point CoM recorded revenue of 
$419,682, a net profit after tax of $26,989 and cash balance of $177,621. As of 30 
June 2019, the CoM recorded positive working capital of $128,924.

Assessment results

The CoM has provided full financial reports across three years. The risk 
assessment for Crib Point Stony Point is low across all categories. Revenue is 
generated across multiple streams. FY2018 incurred a loss but since then the profit 
margin has returned to positive due to increased revenue. 
Key points

> 2018-19 revenue increased by 18%, driven by an increase in revenue from the 
boat ramp and camping fees and bringing back the financial position into the 
positive

> boat ramp fees comprise 30% of 2019 revenue (26% excluding DSE grant) and 
camping fees a further 67% of the total revenue.  The remaining 3% is generated 
from interest on savings.

Boat ramps Camp fees

Moderate impact Significant impact

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 

> profitability decreased between 2016-17 and 2017-18. The CoM observe this was 
impacted by wage costs to employ a part time ranger in addition to ongoing costs of 
maintenance and feral animal control.

> in 2018-2019 expenses increased by 4%
> employee costs contribute to approximately 30% of expenses

In-kind support

> MPSC grades three areas twice per year

> MPSC graffiti proofed toilets inside and out and remove graffiti

> a monthly working bee is supported by local volunteers (~12)
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Asset management
Public value assets

Crib Point Stony Point lies within the traditional lands of the Bunurong tribe. Woolley 
Bros Cool Room at Woolleys Beach, built in 1903 is listed as a District Heritage 
Place. 

The CoM oversees three picnic areas with BBQ and toilet facilities, a three-lane 
boat ramp and carpark for 45 trailers, a caravan park with powered and unpowered 
sites, cabins and both a manager’s residence and ranger’s office onsite. 

The adjoining area hosts multiple land-owners with other significant assets 
overlapping; including a train station, HMAS Cerberus naval base and land and 
assets owned and managed by the Port Authority. An Environmental Effects 
Statement is being prepared to support a proposal by AGL to moor a Floating 
Storage and Regasification Unit (FSRU) at Crib Point Jetty (at a site previously 
occupied by BP).

Asset management practices

The CoM has historically reinvested significant funds into maintaining and 
upgrading public assets. Assets are reported to be in good condition with regular 
maintenance / and upgrade works scheduled. The CoM maintains an action register 
which lists and prioritises asset maintenance and replacement. 

Some high priority items have been identified but are not included in planned works. 
It is unclear how these items will be addressed. Some asset management activities 
have been postponed until the outcome of the better boating project is known

Condition of assets / planned works

High priority works include an ongoing requirement to dredge the 300 metre access 
channel to retain all tide access to the ramp and resurfacing of the gravel carpark 
(~$225K total). 

“Woolley’s Beach Reserve, The Esplanade, Crib Point Named after 
the Woolley brothers, who fished in the area and stored their catch in 
a “cool room” on the beach, before shipping to market in Melbourne. 
Blocks of ice were packed in with the fish awaiting transport to 
Melbourne by train, on Monday mornings. Bill Woolley built the cool 
room in 1903, and it is listed as a District Heritage Place.”
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Asset management (continued…)
Asset summary and replacement value

The replacement costs of all assets at Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore 
Reserve are estimated at $1.4m.

Asset Description Replace
ment 
value

Jacks Beach Reserve Toilet block, BBQ and shelter x 2, picnic facilities 
x 2

$63,500

Woolley’s Beach 
Reserve

Toilet block, BBQ and shelter x 2, picnic facilities 
x 2

$78,500

Stony Point Boat 
Ramp

3 floating pontoons and gangways, 3 lane boat 
ramp, gate house

$423,886

Stony Point Caravan 
Park

> 3 bedroom Jayco cabin (manager’s residence) 

> 2 bedroom Jayco cabin

> 2 bedroom Jayco cabin

> 3 bedroom Jayco cabin

> relocatable main amenities block 

> relocatable all ability access amenities block

> relocatable laundry

> machinery shed

> brick toilet and shower block 

> camp kitchen and picnic facilities 

> electrical and plumbing infrastructure

> ranger’s office

$830,965
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Environmental management

Environmental management

Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore reserve is situated on Western Port which is an 
Internationally significant Ramsar wetland and is part of the UNESCO Mornington 
Peninsula and Western Port Biosphere Reserve. Further, it is a Birdlife International 
Key Biodiversity Area and is noted as being a habitat for important marine biotope 
and endangered, vulnerable, rare and depleted vegetation.

Land management activities are made challenging by the complex co-tenancy 
arrangements. The CoM advise that most of the land surrounding the foreshore 
reserve is “Zoned for port related activities”. 

Identified environmental issues / threats:

> pressure for expanded access points to Western Port for recreational fishing 

> climate change which impacts on flora and fauna of the reserve, 

− changes in temperature
− greater risk of fire
− change in rainfall patterns 

> erosion of the foreshore from changes in weather and tide patterns 

> adverse impact especially on mangroves and species that inhabit the mudflats, 
due to exposure to high temperatures over longer duration

> 2016 bush fire caused major damage to 50% of the foreshore reserve resulting 
in regrowth of weed species

> impact from proposed inappropriate industrial development nearby (Crib Point 
Jetty) 

> ignorance – in management of these issues. 
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Environmental management (continued…)

Environmental management tools and controls

> two flora and fauna surveys performed over the years (4 years apart) have 
provided important information and guidelines for future management of flora 
and fauna on the reserve

> further survey conducted post fires on how to manage invasive species -
provides guidance to the ranger

> the CoM maintain an action register that includes some environmental 
management actions (dredging, solar lighting, weed management, protection of 
indigenous species, fire management strategies, school and community 
engagement activities)

> the CoM report waiting for the finalisation of the Marine Coastal Plan before they 
create a management plan (although there is an action plan sighted)

> member previously held position as Executive Office of Mornington Peninsula 
and Western Port Biosphere Reserve Foundation Ltd

> 2-5% of revenue is allocated to land care. This allocation may be insufficient to 
proactively address the issues identified as environmental threats.

Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment include:

> ensure those tasked with management of coastal environment are 
qualified, understand the long-term issues, are resourced to deal with 
them and have access to expert assistance when appropriate 

> greater education of the community on the direct impacts from climate 
change

> encourage the public to visit coastal environments and participate in 
environmentally focused guided walks with locals and experts.
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CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore Reserve CoM was formed in 1952 and, following 
a recent resignation, is currently comprised of five members. The three longest 
serving members have  members have served for 23, 18 and 11 years, 
respectively. This is offset by two relatively new members who are in their first term. 
The committee acknowledges difficulty recruiting new volunteers.  

Management and employees

Governance and management arrangements 

CoM members by duration of tenure

< 3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years 9-12 years > 12 years

There is delineation between governance and the day to day operations of the 
reserve. The CoM employs two staff who have manage the caravan park for 16 
years and are approaching retirement. In addition, they have a part time ranger 
and use contractors as required, historically including for the collection of boat 
launching fees and monitoring traffic flow. 

The CoM commented that they need to increasingly draw on more paid staff / 
contractors

Recruitment of Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore Reserve CoM members is led by 
DELWP using an Expression of Interest process and interviews leading to merit-
based appointments. The committee’s term is due to expire in December 2019 and 
members are concerned about the long-term viability of the committee. 

The CoM agree that they need to retain a balance of skills and willingness to do the 
work amongst the membership. As local representatives, they feel well positioned to 
partner with DELWP to advertise for and recruit new members.
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Current members have a range of professional skills and personal attributes that 
are well aligned to tasks associated with overseeing the reserve land including:

The CoM have observed the need to recruit specifically based on skill gaps. 
The current membership have strong environmental science skills with one 
member previously holding an Executive Officer role at the Mornington 
Peninsula and Western Port Biosphere Reserve Foundation Ltd. A current 
identified gap is legal expertise.

Skill sets of current committee members

Management 
experience

Accounting

Biodiversity 
specialist

Local 
knowledge

Advocacy

> managing ramps, caravan parks, 
dredging

> employing staff (caravan park, ranger) 
and sub-contracting boat ramp gate 
keeper

> engaging other contractors for works 
> management of the road / traffic
> preparation of financial statements, 

tax reports, payroll.
> advocate against inappropriate land 

development 
> vegetation overlay – rezoning of areas

> VCAT hearings - committee 
attended hearing and opposed 
Boral Bitumen Storage and 
Transport facility 

> committee have made 
submissions opposing AGL 
FSRU proposal.

The CoM have purchased subject matter experts to bridge specialist skills. The 
CoM would welcome access to a regional fund / resource pool that provided some 
of these specialist skills as shared resources across CoMs.
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Social capital

The Committee of management contribute significant in-kind support to oversee the 
reserve. Members provide local expertise and representation. They consult widely 
with and provide information to the community. Participation of individuals is 
motivated by a variety of reasons, including:

> local residents – connecting and contributing to their community and preserving 
the identity of the area, including by stopping large developments

> historical and familial connection to the area: some having had holiday homes 
in their family for multiple generations

> preservation of land and natural resources: some members bring both passion 
and expertise to preserving the environment for the next generation.

The CoM observed that now they have a paid Ranger, they have fewer working bees 
than usual. There are no volunteers other than the CoM members themselves.  

They further noted the difficulty in attracting new CoM members. They noted that the 
demographic of the area is changing and that those aged 30-40 year are too busy or 
not interested, those with young children don’t have the time, so there is often a 
default to older people if they are interested. 

Estimated
number 
of people

Estimated
average
hours 
per month

Estimated
total 
hours per 
year

Total 
$ value

CoM member duties 5 122 1470 $61,328

Volunteer 
Professional / Trade 
skills (5%)

30 $1251

Estimated dollar value (per annum) $62,579

* Based on May 2017 to May 2018 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, volunteers are 
assigned an in-kind contribution ($41.72 per hour). Professional / Trade skills are costed at average of 
$250 per hour and are approximated at + 5% of total standard volunteer hours.

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours (which are difficult to value), 
the CoMs facilitate local goodwill and value in their contracting arrangements, 
which may not be realised through more scaled procurements which 
traditionally carry greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, connectivity and local 
custodianship derived through community participation, local decision-making 
and autonomy is also not able to be valued with these blunt instruments but 
should be recognised.

Volunteer contribution

Social Capital

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6302.0
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Future state

The following concerns were expressed by the CoM:

> corporate / commercial run parks are dispassionate

> not all committees do the same land management or have the same 
complexities.

The following opportunities were expressed by the CoM:

> the CoM feels CPSP, by itself is viable, however they are open to the idea of 
becoming a category 1 CoM if it means paid management

> Ranger could be used across CoMs 

> combined foreshores committee has happened before– (CPSP member was 
chairperson) – objectives were to share machinery, resources, etc. 

> could be useful to get support or share resources for administration functions, 
including OHS, bookkeeping, tax, payroll, BAS statements, reporting, legislation, 
staff awards and other managerial duties as well as for grant writing

> the whole CPSP area needs a master plan (including changing the location of 
the boat ramp).  It would be great to plan and execute at that level

> could have a corporate structure that sits across CoMs at a higher level but still 
keep local decision making

> online programs / technological solutions streamline effort.
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Assessment across management competencies

Management competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Financial management Developing

> annual returns prepared for DELWP over 3 years 2016-17 / 2018-19
> audited financial report available for 1 years 
> secure line of revenue through multiple streams; camping and boating, that has increased year on year, and is predicted to 

continue
> low risk observed for profitability ratios
> a net loss was experienced in 2017-18 however returned to positive in 2018-19 and working capital remains showing 

financial commitments can be met
> business planning occurs annually

Governance Developing

> committee follows DELWP processes to source personnel. Whilst there is currently good coverage of capabilities, evidence of 
recruitment strategies aligned to capability, or upskilling activities has not been sighted.

> the CoM has identified gaps in legal services and has expressed concern for long-term viability of the committee due to 
difficulty with replacing current expertise and interest

> processes are in place to capture and manage risk, however, these could be formalised and a risk register established
> whilst minutes were not asked for or sighted, the CoM produced several historical documents demonstrating appropriate 

documentation of CoM decision making
> greater transparency could be provided to stakeholders about the CoMs role, how to get involved, how to contact the CoM and 

the outcome of key decisions affecting the community
> the committee has a good working relationship with with local and state government bodies
> a risk register is currently being finalised.

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; 
financial management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based 
on the information available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance 
documented within this report and offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and 
complexity vary across reserves. The map is a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of 
maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address gaps and build on strengths.
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Assessment across management competencies (cont…)

Management competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Asset management Developing

> CoM have supplied list of assets and their estimated replacement value
> there is an action plan that provides a priority rating against actions to update built and environmental assets
> a detailed description of the condition of assets, risks associated with those conditions or the process to 

maintain a register have not been evidenced.
> some high priority works have not been planned for and other asset maintenance has been placed on hold

Environmental management Developing

> consultant evaluations are used as required (self-reported) with two flora and fauna surveys performed over 
the years (4 years apart) these have guided management of flora and fauna on the Reserve

> annual workplan is used to identify and prioritise works 
> 2-5% of revenue is allocated to land care. This allocation may be insufficient to proactively address the 

issues identified as environmental threats
> there does not appear to be a coordinated effort across co-tenants on the reserve to address land care / 

environmental issues
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information

Balance sheet, Profit and Loss Jul - Dec 2018

Annual return 2017-18
2018-19

Audited financial statement 2017-18
2018-19

Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore Committee Draft Actions 
Summary (detailing actions relating to built asset sand 
land care activities stemming from the Management plan)

Last updated 
January 2019

Overview of Stony Point boat ramp operations January 2019

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (members, 
assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Consultation with Committee of Management members Oct 2019

CoM website viewed Viewed Nov 
2019

Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and 
climate change risks  (Victorian Environmental 
Assessment Council)

Viewed Dec 
2019

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Crib 
Point Stony Point Foreshore Committee of management current state findings:
> annual business/management plan 
> assets register and procedure
> environmental management plan (if not captured above)
> risk register (if not captured above)
> CoM input into / validation of volunteer hour estimates
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DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial Management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map (cont…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset Management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
Management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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Attachment 2: Key financial ratios guide
Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity that 
has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total 
Assets) x 100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate the 

entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty meeting 
its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects or assets 
as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can indicate 
cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines in 
income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. A 
negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; in 
particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. A 
high gearing is generally considered speculative

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt
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Somers Foreshore Reserve summary

Description:

The Somers Foreshore Reserve comprises 28 hectares1 of publicly owned coastal land 
overlooking Western Port Bay on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria1. The Reserve 
adjoins the small coastal town of Somers and is largely used by residents for recreation 
and boating activities. Until ~2014, the reserve was managed by a voluntary committee 
of management. It is currently managed by Parks Victoria under interim arrangements.

The reserve has family friendly beaches, sheltered waters and is frequented by residents 
and visitors. In February 2019, Parks Victoria reported approximately 70,000 visitors to 
the foreshore each year.

Current use:

> Land based recreation: walking / jogging, dog walking, passive recreational 
activities, picnics, bird watching, dolphin watching, photography / art, enjoying the 
views

> Water-based recreation: swimming, fishing, boating, kayaking/canoeing, kite-
surfing/boarding, sailing, surfing, snorkeling

> Leases / Licenses:

> Somers Yacht Club leases approximately 6,000m2 of the Reserve from the 
Committee, for their Yacht Club, building and boat storage yard. The Somers 
Yacht Club is generally responsible for maintenance of the lease area (lease 
expired March 2014).  

> Somers General Store holds a license over the foreshore car park for use by 
customers

> MOU with Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) for enforcement of dog 
walking regulations by MPSC officers

1. The Victoria Department Government Department of Environment and Primary Industries, (DEPI), January 2014, Somers Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan

Reserve purpose:

The Somers Reserve Committee of Management (Somers CoM / CoM), is 
responsible for managing the Reserve and ensuring its reservation purpose –
public purposes - is achieved. 

CoM’s vision:

To protect, restore and maintain diversity of indigenous foreshore vegetation 
and habitat and to encourage appropriate passive recreational activities for 
people using the area, and to maintain facilities1.
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Strengths
> Parks Victoria offer a secure and skilled interim CoM arrangement

> dynamic and passionate local community, including ‘friends of’ 
groups.

Weaknesses
> interim governance arrangement has been prolonged

> long-term planning and management activities have suffered as a 
result of prolonged interim arrangements

> social capital has not been nurtured during the interim period

> there are some conflicting views on the use of the land

> very little revenue generating activities and a weak cash position of 
the CoM.

Opportunities

> fundraising and income generating activities to support program of 
works

> MPSC or Balnarring may offer appropriate long-term custodians

> DELWP to support (financially and strategically) transfer of 
governance to new and permanent CoM arrangements

> greater consistency across foreshore reserve borders.

Threats

> built and environmental assets may deteriorate due to lack of funds 
or long-term approach to maintenance

> social capital may continue to deteriorate under current interim 
arrangements

> community may oppose new governance arrangements if they are 
not aligned with their vision.

Somers Foreshore Reserve SWOT
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management analysis

Given the interim and unusual arrangements for the management of this CoM, annual 
financial statements for Somers Foreshore Reserve have not been provided for analysis.

Apart from small contributions from rent, car park licenses and grants there are no major 
income generating activities at Somers Foreshore Reserve. DELWP currently oversees 
and collects the fees for the yacht club. Historical financial summaries for the periods 
2013/14 - 2015/16, show income and expenses almost matching the net operating 
income of the then CoM (net profit ranged between $72 and $1051).

In-kind support

> MPSC provides gravel to maintain the tracks and car parks and maintains the public toilet 
block and mow sections of lawn (note that this is not validated by conversations with MPSC)

> MPSC rebuilt the toilet block (~$100K) and coordinate a range of contracts, including 
rubbish removal and cleaning

> ‘friends of’ groups undertake vegetation projects.

Planned expenses (2019)

> Lower carpark upgrade at $15K
> Enforcement of dog regulations $10K.

It is unclear how other operational activities are funded (I.e. land management) or if these are 
contributed in kind by PV.  Unlike other CoMs there is no cash at bank for any unplanned 
works, however, DELWP are positioned to intervene if required.
Should a voluntary CoM be reinstated, it will need to consider ways to generate income to 
sustain its asset management and land care activities.

Boat ramps Camp fees

No impact No impact

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 
Current subsidy to PV

> DELWP currently contributes $20,000 annually to PV to manage the land.

2018-19 expenses

> Parks Victoria provided itemised expenses totalling $20,669 for the 2018-19 financial 
year (maintenance, repairs, consumables).

1. The Victoria Department Government Department of Environment and Primary Industries, (DEPI), January 2014, Somers Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan
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Asset management

Public value assets

Somers Foreshore Reserve lies within the traditional lands of the Bunurong tribe. There 
are no significant historical, cultural or heritage assets noted on the Reserve1.

The Reserve provides a range of infrastructure catering to the recreational needs of the 
community including a Yacht Club, building and boat storage yard. The Yacht Club is 
generally responsible for the maintenance of the leased area (~6000m2).  

Whilst PV oversees the remaining reserve, Mornington Peninsula Shire Council 
coordinates a range of maintenance contracts and contributes to the build, management 
and maintenance of some assets.  

Asset management practice

Assets were identified as part of the coastal management plan published in 2014 and 
this document guides management activities. The CoM has supplied details of built and 
coastal protection assets on the reserve, including the replacement and depreciation 
value for each asset. 

The process for auditing assets and complete documentation of condition of assets, 
including risk ratings have not been evidenced and there is limited funding is available 
for asset management.

Condition of assets / planned works

Planned works for 2019 are valued at $15,000.

Planned Works
Upgrade of gravel carpark to improve 
drainage and parking (will be undertaken 
by Mornington Peninsula Shire Council)

Priority 1 $15,000

In conversation, PV also identified:

> toilet block requires rebuild (30-40 years old) and carpark ($300-400K)

> ongoing maintenance, cracks in pavement

> boardwalk access on to the beach ($60K)

> maintain fuel break.

1. Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks  (Victorian Environmental Assessment Council)
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Asset management

Asset summary and replacement value

The replacement costs of assets at Somers Foreshore Reserve is estimated at $380,000 
+ (excludes walking tracks, rock wall and Yacht Club).

Asset Description Replacement 
value

Lower carpark toilet 
block

Brick building with flat iron roof $ 50 000

Upper carpark toilet 
block

Rebuilt by Mornington Peninsula Shire 
in 2017

$100,000

Lower carpark BBQ 
shelter

BBQ and tables $ 30,000

Upper carpark BBQ 
shelter

BBQ and tables approx.
Information shelter

$ 40,000
$   2,000

Signage ESTA signage; Regulatory signage; 
Directional signage (all managed and 
maintained by Mornington Peninsula Shire 
Council)

$ 10,000

Upper carpark timber 
staircase

Timber staircase approx10m long $ 10,000

Bridge Across from Palm Beach Rd $ 60,000

Recycled plastic seats 12 spread throughout the track network $  6,000

Walking tracks Approx. 2.5 km’s throughout the reserve $ Not reported

Rock wall Sea wall below Somers Yacht Club. 
Approx. 150m long and 3m high

$ Not reported
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Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment:

> public education

> pest plant and animal control

> maintenance of assets

Environmental management
Environmental management

Somers Foreshore Reserve is classified an International Ramsar wetland site (Western 
Port) and is a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. Further, it is a Birdlife International Key 
Biodiversity Area and is noted as being a habitat for endangered, vulnerable, rare and 
depleted vegetation.
Management of the reserve aims to balance preservation of the reserve with community 
recreation needs. Parks Victoria have noted the increased stress on the natural 
environment as a result of increased visitation1.

Identified environmental issues / threats:

> increased visitation

> beach erosion (due to storm surge, king tides, change in currents and rising sea 
levels)

> pest plant invasion / weeds

> pest animal invasion

> illegal vegetation removal.

Environmental management tools and controls

> in 2014, the Department of Primary Industries published the Somers Foreshore 
Reserve Coastal Management Plan. It sets out priority actions across 11 zones 
within the reserve land (including but not limited to environmental 
management). Parks Victoria report continuing to use this as the basis for 
environmental management activities.

> in April 2000, the then CoM commissioned a Flora and Fauna Survey and 
Management Strategy for Somers Foreshore Reserve

> at 2014, the then CoM used photo points for monitoring of management techniques

> PV undertake ongoing tree risk work to identify falling trees 

> ‘friends of’ groups undertake a lot of revegetation

> the CoM works closely with adjoining Crown land managers (Balnarring Beach 
Foreshore and Parks Reserve CoM to ensure consistency in land management)1

> due to interim arrangements, there is no evidence of long-term strategic planning and 
environmental management activities.

1. The Victoria Department Government Department of Environment and Primary Industries, (DEPI), January 2014, Somers Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan
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Governance and management arrangements 

Governance and management arrangements

Following some perceived conflicts of interest, the voluntary CoM was disbanded in 
~2014.  A subsequent Expression of Interest followed ~18 months later, however, many 
of the same issues prevailed and the CoM was dissolved.

Under interim arrangements, which have exceeded their intended 12 months, 
governance of the Somers Beach Foreshore Reserve currently sits with Parks Victoria. 
Three Parks Victoria staff members undertake works within the reserve. 

MPSC currently organises and manages a number of contracts, including cleaning, litter 
removal, sanitary bins and maintenance of toilet blocks.

PV has expressed that it is not well positioned and is reluctant to continue as CoM for 
the site as their core business is aligned with broad scale sites. PV suggest either MPSC 
or Balnarring may be more appropriate CoMs. 

As the transfer to Parks Victoria was an interim arrangement, intended to be in place for 
12 months, many long term objectives have been parked and long-term planning is 
absent.  It is in the best interest of all stakeholder that an appropriate long-term 
custodian be identified quickly and supported to transition into the role (including 
acknowledgement that there may have been a gap in long-term capital projects).
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Whilst Parks Victoria have the capabilities to manage the Somers Foreshore Reserve, 
an ongoing custodian needs to be identified. Based on the previous activities of the 
voluntary CoM, the current activities of Parks Victoria and the in-kind support of MPSC, 
the following duties will be required of the future CoM:

> preparing and administering grant funding

> contract management

> financial reporting (income and expenditure)

> negotiating and managing lease and licensing agreements

> coordinating volunteer activities

> engaging with the dynamic and active Somers community on issues important to 
them 

> liaising and collaborating with neighbouring foreshores, including Balnarring and 
MPSC as well as with DELWP to identify improvement opportunities

> strategic planning and business practices

> understanding compliance requirements and maintaining policies and procedures

> overseeing built and environmental assets, including:
− commissioning and interpreting expert environmental studies 

− systemised approach to capturing records of assets

− monitoring of condition of assets and developing and executing a 
maintenance, repair and replacement schedule

− extract maximum value of assets

− maintaining a risk management plan 

> strategically plan for and take steps to preserve the natural environment.

Capabilities

Capabilities 
of future 

CoM

Financial 
management 

and 
sustainability

Asset 
management

Environmental 
management

Governance 
and 

Management

Social capital / 
community 

engagement
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Social capital
Social capital

Parks Victoria report the contribution of a local ‘friends of’ groups, who assist with 
vegetation projects and other volunteer days namely;

> Friends of Coast Banksia Woodland 

> Friends of South Seas Foreshore Reserve.

Under the interim arrangements, Parks Victoria do not actively engage and recruit 
volunteers, however they do observe a passionate and dynamic local community. The 
‘friends of’ groups alongside a peripheral Somers’ residents association advocate and 
lobby strongly on a range of issues.

PV also observe that the sailing club provides community benefits, including opportunities 
to engage young people. PV recommend the future manager engages with the club to 
ensure the site is managed well and that community benefits are realised.

Estimated
number of 
people

Estimated 
hours per 
annum

Estimated 
dollar value 
(per annum)

Previous Committee 
Members 

6

1,600 $48,000

Friends of Coast Banksia 
Woodland 

6

Friends of South Seas 
Foreshore Reserve

6

Other community working 
bees

* Based on nominal rate of $30 per hour

Volunteer contribution

In 2014, the combined volunteer contributions of the previous CoM and community 
members was estimated at 1,600 hours per year (nominally valued at $48,000). The 
effort included monthly working bees, mid-week working bee and everyday 
maintenance undertaken by Committee members.

1. The Victoria Department Government Department of Environment and Primary Industries, (DEPI), January 2014, Somers Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan
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Future state

The following concerns were expressed by the CoM:

> amalgamated foreshores makes it easier for DELWP but doesn’t necessarily provide 
better outcomes for DELWP or users

> some complexity with tenancy and desire of the Yacht Club to expand needs to be 
negotiated and managed ongoing (new entity needs this capability/authority)

> a range of assets need to be upgraded and capital plan and resourcing should be 
provided as part of a handover to new CoM.

The following opportunities were expressed by the CoM:

> consistency across boundaries is important (signage, land management, etc.)

> fundraising could be a small but simple income stream; particularly for sites with low 
income

> explore other income activities; I.e. camping

> PV is not well positioned to continue as CoM for the site as their core business is 
aligned with broad scale sites

> either MPSC or Balnarring may be more appropriate custodians

− MPSC has broader capacity to resource

− Balnarring and Somers are divided by a physical barrier (Merricks Creek 
estuary)

− the MPSC is a continuum of the site, people pretty much treat the sites as the 
same

− could commit same resources ($20K) to new CoM authority for a few years.
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Assessment across management competencies

Management Competency Rating Commentary / Recommendations to Improve Rating

Financial Management
Limited

> expenditure reports show appropriate detail and accountability
> financial reports for last 3 year period have not been provided for analysis (Parks Victoria are a financially stable entity). Earlier 

financial statements from the previous CoM show little operating reserves 
> no revenue generating activities and current dependency on grant funding, small lease and licensing. 

Governance
Limited

> voluntary CoM has been resolved due to perceived conflicts of interest
> no permanent governance and management arrangements in place
> interim arrangements have been extended over multiple years, jeopardising long-term strategic planning and management activities
> Parks Victoria leverages good support and working relationships with neighbouring CoMs (Balnarring and MPSC).

Asset Management

Limited

> assets were identified as part of the coastal management plan published in 2014 and this document guides management activities
> CoM have supplied details of built and coastal protection assets on the reserve, including the replacement and depreciation value 

for each
> mechanism is in place to identify, value and prioritise maintenance and upgrades and this is reported to DELWP
> process for auditing assets and complete documentation of condition of assets, including risk ratings have not been evidenced. 
> limited funding is available for asset management.

Environmental Management

Limited

> environmental issues were identified as part of the coastal management plan published in 2014 and this document guides 
management activities

> Parks Victoria continue to monitor and manage risks
> consultant evaluations have been used historically (2000 flora and fauna survey)
> long term strategic planning and environmental management activities have lapsed with interim arrangements.

Note that the ratings and commentary provided reflects the impact of the current interim governance arrangements rather than Parks Victoria’s management capacity or processes. 

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; financial 
management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based on the information 
available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance documented within this report and 
offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity vary across reserves. The map is 
a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address 
gaps and build on strengths.
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information

Somers Foreshore Drill Project Cost Detail 2018-19

Reporting Lease income (email correspondence detailing 
Yacht Club lease amount)

July 2019

Flora and Fauna Survey and Management Strategy for 
Somers Foreshore Reserve

2000

Somers Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management 
Plan(includes overview of the area, flora & fauna, 
management & environmental strategy)

2014

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (members, 
assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Consultation with Parks Victoria (interim appointed CoM) Nov 2019

Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and 
climate change risks  (Victorian Environmental Assessment 
Council)

Viewed Dec 
2019

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Somers 
Foreshore Reserve management current state findings:

> full 3-year financial data (2016-17 – 2018-19)
> annual business/management plan 

> assets register and procedure

> environmental management plan (if not captured above)
> risk register (if not captured above).
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial Management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map (cont…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset Management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
Management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve summary

Description:

The Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Committee of Management 
(Balnarring Beach CoM / CoM) is responsible for the management of 76 hectares1 of 
publicly owned foreshore, camping grounds and bushland at Balnarring Beach on the 
Mornington Peninsula in Victoria. The Reserve adjoins the Somers Foreshore Reserve 
to the east which is also managed by Parks Victoria and the Merricks Foreshore 
Reserve (managed by the Merricks Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management) to 
the west1.

Balnarring is a family friendly beach with shallow, sheltered waters and is frequented by 
local residents, day-trippers, and overnight campers1. In February 2019, the Committee 
reported approximately 6,000 campers and 5,000 other visitors to the foreshore each 
year.

“During the summer months 
it’s nothing like the Port Phillip 
side – no carnivals, no riff-raff, 
no commercial pub in town –
it retains a community feel”

“You can walk along the 
beach in summer and only 
see half a dozen people”

Current use:

> Land based recreation: walking, dog walking, camping, passive recreational 
activities, bird watching, enjoying the views, horse exercising (via a permit) 1

> Water-based recreation: Swimming, fishing, boating, kayaking/canoeing, kite-
surfing1.

> Leases / MOU: 

− Westernport Yacht Club leases 3,835 square metres of the Reserve (lease 
expires December 2022).

− MOU with Happy Glampers

− MOU with Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) for enforcement of dog 
walking regulations by MPSC officers.

1. The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), 2015, Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Coastal Management Plan

“I want my children and my 
grandchildren and great 

grandchildren to be able to 
come here and enjoy the 

place exactly the same way 
we are”

Reserve purpose:

The Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Committee of Management 
(Balnarring CoM / CoM), is responsible for managing the Reserve and ensuring its 
reservation purpose - the protection of the coastline - is achieved. 

CoM’s vision:

A self-sustaining reserve in near-natural condition which meets the growing 
recreational and environmental needs of the community in a cost-effective manner1.
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Strengths
> secure line of revenue from camping and horse permits, that has 

increased year on year, and is predicted to continue

> committee members with a range of skills aligned with CoM duties

> robust governance processes

> good engagement with and accountability back to the community

> provide valuable support to other CoMs (including supply of plants 
and collaborative land management)

> sustainable, low cost method of vegetation regeneration.

Weaknesses
> relatively short tenure of the committee

> vision for and use of the reserve can vary depending on opinions 
and skills of members

> low levels of investment in land care activities and managing long-
term environmental risks.

Opportunities

> increased collaboration with other CoMs such as financial system 
recommendations, booking systems, asset management

> increased support to meet skill deficits (for example, current deficit 
in Human Resources management).

Threats

> loss of CoM members if significant changes are made to the 
Foreshore Reserve management structure

> high dependency on camping fees resulting in a single source of 
failure should anything impact this revenue source.

Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve SWOT
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Financial management and sustainability
Key financial ratios

Ratio FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 Overall Risk
Profitability Low 
Gross Profit Margin 1.99% 29.80%
Net Profit Margin 1.99% 29.80%
Return on Assets 2.32% 29.22%
Return on Equity 2.53% 31.03%
Liquidity Low 
Current Ratio 5.38 7.90
Balance Sheet Ratios Low 
Working Capital $ 52,818 $ 129,466 
Operating Reserve 19% 50%
Reinvestment 429.76% 272.69%
Leverage Low 
Debt to Assets 0.08 0.06
Debt to Equity 0.09 0.06
Expense allocation
Administration to Total Expense 9% 4%
Land Management to Total Expense 6% 7%
Cost of Goods Sold to Total Expense 85% 89%

Data sources: Balnarring Beach Foreshore And Parks Reserve Committee Of Management Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18)
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management and sustainability

For the year ended 30 June 2018, Balnarring Beach CoM recorded revenue of $420,863 
and an Attachment profit after tax of $125,436. Balnarring Beach CoM recorded positive 
working capital of $129,466. As at 30 June 2018, the cash balance was $143,236.

Assessment results

The CoM has provided  financial reports available for 2 years until 2017-18 (at a level of 
detail that they can be audited). 2018-19 financial reporting data will make the analysis 
more complete. 

The CoM has a secure line of revenue from camping and horse permits, that 
has increased year on year, and is predicted to continue. The overall risk assessment for 
Balnarring Beach CoM is low across all key financial ratio categories.

Key points

> 2017-18 revenue is up 18.58%, driven mostly by increased number of campers and 
minor camping fee increases in line with CPI

> 89% revenue is generated from camping fees (89.7% in 2016-17), which risks a 
single point of dependency / failure

> 2017-18 expenses are down 15.07% (the 2016-17 year included expenditure of 
previous year grant and $20K on plans and permits)

> employee costs contribute to approximately 60% of expenses.

Data sources: Balnarring Beach Foreshore And Parks Reserve Committee Of Management Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18)

In-kind support

> Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) provides gravel to maintain the tracks and car 
parks and maintains the public toilet block (note that this is not validated by conversations 
with MPSC).

> MPSC also provides grant opportunities to the Committee

> a monthly working bee is supported by local volunteers (~12).

Boat ramps Camp fees

No impact Significant impact

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 
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Asset management

Public value assets

Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve lies within the traditional lands of the 
Bunurong tribe. It is listed on the Victorian Heritage Register. The reserve contains 
coastal protection structures, marine access infrastructure and built community facilities, 
including a yacht club and caravan park1.

The Balnarring Beach CoM oversees 3 campgrounds with 141 camp sites, both powered 
and unpowered. It also leases 3,835 square metres of the Reserve to Westernport Yacht 
Club (including clubhouse and boat sheds). The10 year lease expires December 2022. 

Asset management practices

The CoM reports that public assets are in good condition with regular maintenance / and 
upgrade works scheduled as needed, however a full asset management and 
maintenance report has not been sighted.

The planned works are limited by funding and do not address other works that were 
reported by the CoM; including: fences, a rock wall put installed by DELWP and a
nursery area dedicated to cultivating new plant stock for Balnarring and Merricks 
foreshores.

Condition of assets / planned works

Balnarring Beach has planned works of $190K – the CoM has sufficient working capital 
to cover at least the works considered as Priority 1 (replace ageing shed - $80K) and 
Priority 2 (installation of fire hydrant - $20K).

Planned Works
Replace ageing shed Priority 1 $80,000
Install Fire Hydrant Priority 2 $20,000
Upgrade amenities

Priority 3 $60,000

Install Shade Shelter Priority 4 $30,000

1. Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks  (Victorian Environmental Assessment Council)
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Asset management (continued…)

Asset summary and replacement value

The replacement costs of all assets at Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve 
are estimated at $2.4m.

Asset Description Replacement 
value

Rangers residence Two-bedroom house and office $140 000

Westernport Yacht 
Club

Yacht club and associated sheds $750,000

A Reserve amenity Amenity block including toilets, 
showers, laundry and camp kitchen

$450,000

B Reserve amenity Amenity block including toilets, 
showers, laundry and camp kitchen

$450,000

C Reserve amenity Amenity block including toilets, 
showers, laundry and camp kitchen

$450,000

Rotunda Large shelter and BBQ facility $100,000

Fencing Large shelter and BBQ facility $60,000

Beach furniture Seating throughout the reserve $20,000

Signs Risk and regulatory signage 
throughout the reserve

$20,000

Rock wall Rock wall protecting Balnarring Point 
from erosion

100,000
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Environmental management

Environmental management

Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve is classified an International Ramsar 
wetland site (Western Port) and is a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. Further, it is an 
important coastal bird site and is a Birdlife International Key Biodiversity Area. It is listed 
as a DELWP marine asset and noted as being a habitat for endangered, vulnerable, rare 
and depleted vegetation.

The CoM's vision for the reserve aims to balance preservation of the reserve with 
community recreation needs. The risks to the natural environment have increased with 
the number of users that visit the reserve. To offset this, the CoM's environmental 
management effort is concentrated on the more heavily used areas.

Identified environmental issues / threats:

> declining rainfall and rising sea levels

> preservation of local fauna, including noxious weed management and 
planting

> beach stabilisation

− erosion on main beach
− minimise coastal retreat by planting

> preservation of local fauna and management of pest invasion

− koala population has declined due to increased fencing, increased road traffic 
and domestic animals

− feral animals (foxes)
− protected species that nest on the beach are also under threat by increased 

use and population rises
> fire safety

> population pressure including increased development neighbouring the 
reserve and increased visitation, increased water use by agriculture.
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Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment:
> planting along the coastal fringe

> weed management

> feral animal control

> increased ranger presence.

Environmental management (continued…)

Environmental management tools and controls

> in 2015, DEWLP published the Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks 
Reserve Coastal Management Plan. It sets out priority actions across 10 
zones within the reserve land (including environmental management).

> the CoM reports developing and using a range of documents (not sighted) 
to assist with management of environment and environmental 
assets. These include:

− an annual workplan based on the Coastal Management Plan
− an asset management plan
− consultant evaluations
− the foreshore procedures manual

> regular inspections of assets are conducted, with photo points throughout the 
reserve for long term monitoring 

> The CoM works closely with adjoining Crown land managers to ensure 
continuity in the landscape.

> ~ 5 % of revenue is allocated to land care and the remaining works are 
supplemented with grants funding which is less predictable.

> population pressure including increased development neighbouring the reserve 
and increased visitation, increased water use by agriculture.
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Governance and management arrangements 

CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

The Balnarring Beach CoM is currently comprised of seven members. The overall tenure 
of the group is somewhat less that other voluntary CoMs within the compartment, with 
the longest serving members at 6-9 years. CoM members observed:

> dedication of members

> strong cohesion within group

> satisfaction with the ability of the group to manage the reserve

Recruitment of Balnarring CoM members is led by DELWP using an Expression of 
Interest process and interviews leading to merit-based appointments. Details of how to 
become involved are hosted on the CoM's website.

Governance practices

The CoM members have assigned roles and meet regularly to discuss wide-ranging 
issues. Execution of the CoM's Action Plan is acquitted through these meetings and 
minutes are published on the CoM's website providing transparency and accountability 
to the public.

CoM members by duration of tenure

< 3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years 9-12 years > 12 years

> grass cutting

> maintaining vegetation
> seed collection and propagation

> cleaning the amenities

> weed removal and revegetation
> community engagement and 

education

> beach patrol

> host working bees

> liaise with the local community and 
visitors and

> host school groups

1. The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), 2015, Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Coastal Management Plan

The CoM has demonstrated self-auditing to ensure governance and management of 
the reserve is continuously improved. The August 2019 minutes 'identified the need to 
develop, revise and/or introduce written documents relating to Foreshore Operations, 
Roles and Responsibilities and Staff Employment Contracts'. Working groups were 
nominated to address these gaps more fully.

Management and employees

There is delineation between governance and the day to day operations of the reserve,. 
The committee employs 8 staff (1FTE Manager, 1.8FTE + 1 casual Rangers) to 
manage both commercial and conservation activities, as well as contractors for rubbish 
removal and seasonal cleaning. The Committee employs staff to undertake1:
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Current members of the CoM contribute a range of professional skills that are well 
aligned to overseeing the reserve land including1:

Small Business 
management

Accounting

Public sector

Ecotourism

Education

Camper

The introduction of technological solutions has reduced the effort required to manage 
campground responsibilities, etc. The manager supports the reserve with their expertise 
in natural resource management and where there are skill gaps, the Committee has 
historically contracted consultants or subject matter experts. The Committee identified 
Human Resources management as a current skill deficit.

> staffing the office

> preparing an emergency management 
plan

> preparing a monthly Ranger report 

> preparing a weed management plan 
annually

> hiring contractors 
> preparing grant applications

> administering grant funding

> administering and monitoring the horse 
permits

> consulting and informing the community

1. The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), 2015, Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Coastal Management Plan

Skill sets of current committee members
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Social Capital
Social capital

The Committee of management contribute significant in-kind support to oversee the 
reserve. Members provide local expertise and representation. They consult widely with 
and provide information to the community. Participation of individuals is motivated by a 
variety of reasons, including:

> Local residents – connecting and contributing to their community

> Historical and familial connection to the area: some having been camping in the 
area since they were children

> Preservation of land and natural resources: all members want the area to remain in 
the same condition as it is now.

Some members expressed that the local focus of the committee is important, and their 
interest would be diminished through a Peninsula-wide focus. At the same time, members 
also observed that the volunteer efforts of Balnarring residents may be dispersed too thinly 
across the rate-payers association, community foreshores association and this CoM. There 
was a view that the community preferences gifting toward infrastructure projects over land 
care.

Estimated
number of 
people

Estimated 
average 
hours per 
month

Estimated 
total hours 
per year

Total $ 
value

CoM member duties 7 70 840 $35,045

Regular working 
bees

12 36 432 $18,023

One off volunteer 
days
50 x 3hrs x 2 per 
year

50 25 300 $12,516

Volunteer 
Professional / Trade 
skills (5%)

79 $19,750

Estimated dollar value (per annum) $85,334

* Based on May 2017 to May 2018 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, volunteers are assigned 
an in-kind contribution ($41.72 per hour). Professional / Trade skills are costed at average of $250 per 
hour and are approximated at + 5% of total standard volunteer hours.

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours (which are difficult to value), the 
CoMs facilitate local goodwill and value in their contracting arrangements, which 
may not be realised through more scaled procurements which traditionally carry 
greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, connectivity and local 
custodianship derived through community participation, local decision-making and 
autonomy is also not able to be valued with these blunt instruments but should be 
recognised.

Volunteer contribution

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6302.0
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Future state

The following concerns were expressed by the CoM:

> the loss of volunteerism and community involvement

> loss of local knowledge

> risk that a larger entity (Council/DELWP or Parks Victoria) will take over and the 
income currently generated would not reinvested in the reserve

> impact on land care activities if revenue from current commercial activities (camping) 
was disrupted through changes

> need to retain the natural and local character of the reserve (recognising that it has 
differences to Point Leo and Blairgowrie, etc.)

> changes which would impact the ability to employ staff

> efficiencies promoted may not be feasible for such a small area (heard anecdotally 
that these are only achieved if revenue exceeds $2m).

The following opportunities were expressed by the CoM:

> centralised functions would be beneficial (e.g. booking system, rubbish / cleaning 
contracts, accounts, HR support, risk management).

> improve ease of sharing resources (took 6 months to coordinate MoU for shared 360 
hours across Balnarring and Point Leo)

> potential to collaborate rather than compete for grant allocations

> if there was an amalgamation, the CoM would like to see:

− a single committee for Western Port (rather than a whole of Mornington 
Peninsula committee)

− involvement from local groups / subcommittees / ‘friends of’ to retain local focus 
and decision making

− representative from each committee to have some decision-making input.
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Assessment across management competencies

Management competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Financial management Effective

> financial reports available for 2 years until 2017-18 (at a level of detail that they can be audited)
> secure line of revenue from camping and horse permits, that has increased year on year, and is predicted to continue
> low risk across all key financial ratios
> budget management demonstrated with net profit trending upward (two years trend data only) with positive working capital
> showing financial commitments can be met
> 89% of revenue is generated through camping fees, suggesting a single point of dependency / failure
> awaiting 2018-19 financial reporting data

Governance Effective

> Committee follows DELWP to source personnel. Whilst there is currently good coverage of capabilities, evidence of recruitment strategies 
aligned to capability, or upskilling activities has not been sighted.

> The committee has self-audited and identified gaps in operations, roles and responsibilities and staff contracts and is taking action to address 
gaps

> Processes are in place to capture and manage risk, however, these could be formalised and a risk register established
> Minutes evidence a comprehensive understanding of compliance obligations, wand actions to meet obligations
• Execution of the CoM's Action Plan is acquitted through these meetings and minutes are published on the CoM's website providing 

transparency and accountability to the public.
> Website and minutes evidence the committee engaging and responding to concerns of local community members 
> Committee collaborates with local and state government bodies as well as adjoining foreshore committees identify improvement opportunities

Asset management Developing

> CoM have supplied details of built and coastal protection assets on the reserve, including the replacement and depreciation value for each
> mechanism is in place to identify, value and prioritise maintenance and upgrades
> process for auditing assets and complete documentation of condition of assets, including risk ratings have not been evidenced. Note 

that CoM refer to an asset management plan (self-reported but not sighted)
> allocation of ~$100K revenue generated is reinvested into asset management (self-reported)

Environmental management Effective

> regular inspections with photo points are reported (self-reported)
> consultant evaluations are used as required (self-reported)
> annual workplan used based on coastal management plan (self-reported)
> ~ 5 % of revenue is allocated to land care and the remaining works are supplemented with grants funding which is less 

predictable. This allocation may be insufficient to proactively address the issues identified as environmental threats.

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; financial 
management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based on the information 
available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance documented within this report and 
offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity vary across reserves. The map is 
a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address 
gaps and build on strengths.
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information

Annual Return 2016-17

Profit and loss statement and Balance Sheet 2017-18

Balnarring Foreshore Pathways Strategy 2014-2019 2014-2019

Balnarring Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Coastal 
Management Plan (includes overview of the area, flora & 
fauna, management & environmental strategy)

2015

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (members, 
assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Consultation with Committee of Management members Nov 2019

CoM website (including published minutes) Viewed Nov 
2019

Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and 
climate change risks  (Victorian Environmental Assessment 
Council)

Viewed Dec 
2019

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Balnarring 
Beach Foreshore and Parks Reserve Committee of management current state findings:

> full 3-year financial data (2016-17 – 2018-19)
> annual business/management plan 

> assets register and procedure

> environmental management plan (if not captured above)
> risk register (if not captured above)

> CoM input into / validation of volunteer hour estimates
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DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial Management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map 
(continued…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset Management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
Management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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DRAFT

Attachment 2: Key financial ratios guide

Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity 
that has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total Assets) x 
100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate 

the entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty 
meeting its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects 
or assets as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can
indicate cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines 
in income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. 
A negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; 
in particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. 
A high gearing is generally considered speculative

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt
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Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve summary

Description:

The Committee of Management is responsible for the management of 99 hectares of 
publicly owned land including 5km of foreshore at Merricks beach on the Mornington 
Peninsula in Victoria. The Reserve is situated five kilometres from Balnarring Village. 

Merricks beach is valued by residents and visitors for its unspoilt beauty, natural 
environment and lack of commercial enterprises1. February 2019, the Committee 
reported approximately 200 visitors per day in peak season (max ~73,000 per year). 
Throughout the year the average visitors is approximately 100 per day, most of these 
locals.

Current use:

> Land based recreation: walking, dog walking, bird watching, bicycling, photography 
and painting, reading, chatting, contemplating, enjoying the views

> Water-based recreation: swimming, windsurfing, stand-up paddling, surfing, beach 
fishing (nearby), sailing, small fishing/power boats (yacht club members only)

> Leases / MOU:

− Lease with Merricks Yacht Club

− MOU in place with Balnarring (supply of plants) and Point Leo (ranger hours 
allocated) to provide resources/equipment.

CoM’s vision:

For a sustainable and enhanced natural environment that protects the indigenous 
flora and fauna, while providing a safe and attractive asset for the local and wider 
community to enjoy this relatively unspoilt section of the Victorian coastline1.
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Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve SWOT

Strengths
> strong and uniform vision for protecting the natural environment 

> diverse professional expertise and knowledge of local area across the 
committee, (including natural resource management, project management, 
marine knowledge, grant writing)

> availability of additional expertise in the community (including legal skills, 
contractors, arborists, growers)

> MOU in place with Balnarring (supply of plants) and Point Leo (ranger 
hours allocated) to provide resources/equipment

> ability to easily garner volunteer support for activities, working bees, etc.. 

Opportunities
> expand the current MoU to create new shared services / reciprocity across 

neighbouring CoMs (accounting, asset management, land care activities, 
etc.) 

> secure predictable funding source (state government or other) to eliminate 
the risk and burden of grant funding

> to tap into centralised specialist support such as legal or financial services.

Weaknesses
> no revenue generating assets and very limited income to maintain 

assets and access to ensure the safety of all users of the foreshore
> income through grants is unpredictable and administratively 

burdensome 
> absence of succession plan to replace expertise of current 

committee (who are largely of significant tenure)
> support from Balnarring and Point Leo for resources.

Threats
> CoM and volunteers ageing and burnout
> commercial and income generating activities will introduce greater 

amenity and management costs as well as environmental risks.  The 
committee is cautious about this trade-off.

> potential change to the funding model for beach clean-ups.
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Financial management and sustainability

Key financial ratios

Ratio* FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 Overall Risk
Profitability Moderate
Gross Profit Margin (5.63%) 64.61%
Net Profit Margin (5.63%) 64.61%
Return on Assets Insufficient info Insufficient info
Return on Equity Insufficient info Insufficient info
Liquidity Unknown
Current Ratio - -
Balance Sheet Ratios Unknown
Working Capital Insufficient info Insufficient info
Operating Reserve Insufficient info Insufficient info
Reinvestment Insufficient info Insufficient info
Leverage Unknown
Debt to Assets Insufficient info Insufficient info
Debt to Equity Insufficient info Insufficient info
Expense allocation
Administration to Total Expense 18% 13%
Land Management to Total Expense 82% 87%
Cost of Goods Sold to Total Expense 0% 0%
*Financial statements not provided (income statement and balance sheet) leading to insufficient information to 
calculate ratios related to the balance sheet
* Refer to Attachment 2 for guidance calculations and uses of Key Financial Ratios
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Financial position 2016/17 – 2018/19
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management and sustainability

For the year ended 30 June 2018, Merricks Beach CoM recorded revenue of $61,907 
and a net profit after tax of $40,001. Merrick Beach CoM recorded positive working 
capital of $59,026. As at 30 June 2018, the cash balance was $59,026, the majority 
provided through grant funding.

Assessment Results

The financial risk assessment for Merricks is low across the categories of liquidity, 
balance sheet ratios and leverage. The profitability category has a moderate risk based 
on the reliance of grant funding. There is sufficient cash to cover planned works, which 
includes $36,000 of grant funding allocated for planned works, however there is very 
little margin for unexpected expenses.

Key points

> 2017-18 revenue is up 88.59%, driven mostly by an increase in grants (to the value of 
$54,900 and beach cleaning subsidy of $6,621 over two years). A small income is 
also derived from lease of the Yacht Club

> no revenue is generated from camping fees or boat ramps 

> 2017-18 expenses are up 65.94% including $18,975 spent on a flora survey (equal to 
approximately 86% of total expenses)

> Merricks has planned work (improve public access and manage risk) of $50,000 
($36,000 allocated from grants received).

In-kind support
> Indigenous plants are grown at Balnarring Beach nursery using expertise / advice of 

Merrick’s CoM members guidance

> Balnarring have in the past provide dog education (uniformed members on quad bikes)

> Point Leo Ranger supports activities under guidance from Merrick’s CoM members 
guidance (1 day per week)

> Point Leo assist with removal of seals and positioning of logs to discourage paragliders 
(both require heavy lifting equipment)

> DELWP recently provided support to project manage a heavy timber engineering contractor

> Mornington Peninsula Shire council maintain a council owned toilet block and collect 
rubbish

> beach clean up subsidy (3-4K per annum) encourages volunteer involvement and education 
(40 ppl x 1 per month). The subsidy received for the beach cleaning work undertaken by the 
volunteers is used to purchase plants and engage contractors to undertake land 
management work that is not suitable for volunteers.

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 

Boat ramps Camp fees

No impact No impact
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Asset management

Public value assets

Infrastructure primarily comprises pathways, steps, dune bridges, fencing, and signage, 
which is maintained by the Merricks Beach CoM. The Clubhouse as well as the 
associated compound is maintained by the Merricks Yacht Club. The public toilet block 
and pump house is maintained by the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.

Asset management practice

The CoM have supplied details of built and coastal protection assets on the Reserve, but 
do not have records of the value of each item (overall estimate was provided – see 
overleaf).

Public assets are reported to be in good condition with regular maintenance / and 
upgrade works are prioritised and completed as funs become available (primarily 
through grants). Asset works are determined by observation. Most committee members 
frequent the Reserve regularly and note any repair/upgrade works. 

Condition of assets / planned works

There are planned works of $50,000 for 2019/20 of which $36,000 has been allocated 
from grants already received.  

Planned Works

Rebuild / repair steps and stairs, build new 
steps at end of management path Priority 1 $50,000

Asset summary and replacement value

A list of assets on the Reserve was included in the coastal management plan developed 
in 2013 (see table overleaf). The CoM has estimated the replacement cost of CoM 
owned assets at $295,000. The following assets have been added since the 
management plan was published:

> management path, including engineered footbridge (~$40,000)

> four platform style seats in rest and/or lookout places (~$5000).
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Asset management (continued…)

List of assets Merricks Beach1
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Environmental management
Environmental management

The vision for the Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve is for a sustainable and enhanced 
natural environment that protects the indigenous flora and fauna, while providing a safe 
and attractive asset for the local and wider community to enjoy this relatively unspoilt 
section of the Victorian coastline. The foreshore is host to vulnerable woodland species 
and introduced pest plants are a major issue for the Reserve. Increased popularity to the 
areas has also seen increased usage, and therefore wear and tear, to the assets. 

Identified environmental issues / threats:

> environmental weeds, existing and continuing to escape from adjoining private 
property

> sand movement, with a build up or erosion of sand along the foreshore (possibly a 
long-term effect of climate change). Any man-made intervention to this has a “knock 
on” affect to other areas as works at Somers or Point Leo may affect the sand 
transport along the coast 

> increasing popularity and visitation, urbanisation and population growth in the 
surrounding area increases wear and tear, to the assets and disturbance to natural 
areas

> failure to conduct controlled burn for fuel reduction and ecological restoration

> foxes and rabbits impacting on native fauna. Lifestyle residents rather than farmers 
means pests are not being controlled

> perception (by some local residents) that the Reserve is a severe fire hazard and 
must be ‘cleaned up’ (vegetation removed)

> stormwater drainage from the village can result in poor quality water going onto the 
foreshore Reserve and increased use may lead to erosion.

Environmental management tools and controls

> a comprehensive survey of the flora within the Reserve was conducted by Kern et al 
1995 and again last year (weed mapping). The report found significant improvement 
in quality across diverse areas of the Reserve due to management action. The 2018 
Report provides a comprehensive strategy for weed management, which the CoM is 
carrying out

> a fauna study conducted in the 1990’s showed good fauna diversity which continues 
today

> control programs for rabbits and foxes are undertaken as needed

> Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan, May 2013.  It sets out 
priority actions across 5 management blocks within the Reserve land (including but 
not limited to environmental management)

> the co-chair of the committee is an expert (and academic) in natural resource 
management and another is an expert in weed and feral animal control. They provide 
advice and mentorship not only for Merricks Beach CoM but also to nearby 
foreshores

> annual risk assessments are conducted, with photo points throughout the Reserve for 
long term monitoring (such as the creek mouth and areas of restoration). An 
associated risk plan is then developed.
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Environmental management (continued…)

> establish evidence base for natural resource management

> continue weed removal, protection of indigenous vegetation, and re-vegetation 

> encourage biodiversity and habitat for indigenous species of birds and animals, 
and manage pest animals, 

> controlled burning

> conserve geological features and areas of historical and cultural significance

> train volunteer weeders and encouraging beach clean-up working bees and 
educate users and community 

> maintain paths, fences, seating, steps, stairs, footbridges, boardwalks and 
signage

> targeted compliance activities where education has not reduced risks / harmful 
behaviours

> manage a likely increase in visitor numbers due to ongoing urbanisation. This 
may mean more assets such as fencing paths to the beach to prevent "fanning“. 

Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment include:
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Governance and management arrangements 

CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve CoM is currently comprised of eight members. The 
membership includes two member of 3 or less years tenure and the remaining five 
members with 6 or more years service.  The two longest serving members have 
volunteered for 18 and 21 years respectively.

CoM members by duration of tenure

< 3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years 9-12 years > 12 years

1. The State of Victoria Department of Environment and Primary Industries, 2013, Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve Coastal Management Plan, May 2013

Recruitment of Merricks CoM members is led by DELWP using an Expression of 
Interest process and interviews leading to merit-based appointments. The CoM has 
identified CoM and volunteers ageing and burnout and difficulty engaging new 
volunteers as a threat to its sustainability.

Management and employees

The CoM does not employ any staff to manage the daily activities of the Reserve.  
Whilst there are no commercial / revenue generating activities to oversee, the 
challenge for the CoM lies in the difficult and potentially burdensome task of both 
governing and managing the Reserve land.

Strengths of the CoM include:

> active and committed CoM with local connections and significant knowledge of the 
history of the foreshore and ecology of the Reserve

> diverse expertise across the committee, including natural resource management, project 
management, marine knowledge, grant writing, town planning, governance and financial 
management

> active support and availability of additional expertise in the community including legal 
skills, contractors, arborists, growers

> MOU in place with Balnarring (supply of plants) and Point Leo (ranger hours allocated) 
to provide resources/equipment

> ability to easily garner volunteer support for activities, working bees, etc. 
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Current members of the Committee contribute a range of professional skills that are well 
aligned to overseeing the Reserve land including1:

Natural 
resources

Community 
Engagement

Project 
Management

Grant 
writing

Architecture

Governance

Skill sets of current committee members

> control weeds and pest animals and 
restoration of the indigenous 
vegetation

> managing risks, including inspecting 
infrastructure, dangerous trees, fuel 
loads and cliff edges

> preparing grant applications and 
administering grant funding

> betterment of the Reserve, including 
access and paths, signage, etc.        

(in collaboration with Yacht Club and 
Merricks Beach Residents’ 
Association)

> educating pet owners and fishers 
about regulations, rights and 
responsibilities

The co-chair of the committee is an expert (and academic) in natural resource 
management, providing advice and mentorship not only for Merricks Beach CoM but 
also to nearby foreshores. Other members contribute a range of professional skills. The 
CoM report their core skills to include architecture, grant writing, project management, 
governance, and community engagement.  

The CoM note there is a high administrative burden on volunteer CoMs members for the 
preparation and acquittal of grants funding.

Where there are skill gaps, the Committee has historically leveraged skills within 
the community including legal skills, contractors, arborists and growers. They have 
also established MoUs with neighbouring CoMs and share resources to 
complement each other’s strengths.  The Committee contracts consultants or 
subject matter experts as needed. 
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Social capital
Social capital

The Merricks Beach CoM contribute significant in-kind support to oversee the 
Reserve. Members provide local expertise and representation and respond to community 
concerns and requests.
Participation of individuals is motivated by a variety of reasons, including:

> Connection – to like-minded CoM members and to broader groups within the 
community

> Connection to the area: residents and those with familial ties to the area who want to 
preserve the identity of the community and area

> Using skills, being of service and love of life-long learning

> Preservation of land and natural resources: members are passionate about the 
natural environment and noted a sense of stewardship  to maintain and improve the 
land without changing it dramatically.

There are several active residents’ groups in the area that work co-operatively together 
towards common goals of protecting the amenity of the area and promoting sustainable 
recreation activities. In addition to the CoM, these groups include the Merricks Beach 
Residents Association, the Merricks Yacht Club and the Friends of Bill Carroll Reserve.  

The Yacht Club pays a non-commercial rent and contributes volunteer hours in return. 
Whilst there could be opportunity to charge more commercial rates, the CoM 
acknowledges the value of the amenity to the community, noting that it is the only 
community facility in Merricks.  

The Committee engages with a pool of around 65 volunteers to undertake:

> beach cleaning

> weeding

> betterment projects as identified.
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Social capital

* Based on May 2017 to May 2018 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, volunteers are 
assigned an in-kind contribution ($41.72 per hour). Professional / Trade skills are costed at average of 
$250 per hour and are approximated at + 5% of total standard volunteer hours.

Volunteer contribution

Estimated
number 
of people

Estimated 
average 
hours per 
month

Estimated 
total 
hours per 
year

Total $ 
value

CoM member duties 8 80 960 $40,051

Beach clean up 40 80 960 $40,051

Volunteer weeders 10 20 240 $10,013

Merricks community 
volunteers

10 20 240 $10,013

Volunteer Professional/ 
Trade skills (5%)

120 $30,000

Estimated dollar value (per annum) $130,128

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours (which are difficult to value), 
the CoMs facilitate local goodwill and value in their contracting arrangements, 
which may not be realised through more scaled procurements which traditionally 
carry greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, connectivity and local 
custodianship derived through community participation, local decision-making 
and autonomy is also not able to be valued with these blunt instruments but 
should be recognised.

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6302.0
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Future state

The following concerns were expressed by the CoM:

> shifting to the model seen on the Bellarine Peninsula would shift the focus away from 
preservation of the natural environment. The CoM observed that The natural 
environment is a key strength of the Reserve and its steepness in many areas also 
means access can be difficult. As such, there is little opportunity for further 
development of visitor facilities

> by moving to Category 1 model, overheads and salaries are greater. If  there was 
money for on ground works, it would achieve the department’s objectives

> amalgamation risks losing local community connection and volunteer work-force but 
strategic, cross-CoM approaches could achieve greater efficiencies and have a 
multiplier effect. Tt will be important for any new arrangements to recognise the 
differences between Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve and its neighbours. These 
differences include the nature of the terrain and natural environment, as well as the 
relationship between the local residents and the environment and Committee. A one-
size fits all approach would not be appropriate.

The following opportunities were expressed by the CoM:

> expand the existing MOU arrangement with Balnarring and Point Leo to include other 
CoMs/other areas, e.g. financial services, legal services, expert environmental 
consultation (done to some extent now)

> implement an annual grant from DELWP, in place of the CoM having to apply for 
individual grants, this could be allocated across the region and funds prioritised by 
urgency of needs (e.g. asset deterioration and public safety) 

> introduce a separation of governance and management, retain the CoM to manage 
the Reserve and contribute local expertise and knowledge, and appoint an 
operational person/team to carry out the ‘on-the-ground’ works

> could potentially engage someone to do or coordinate natural resource / environment 
management across foreshore reserves. 

− natural community from Somers to Flinders is a natural bio-geographic area

− neighbouring Reserves with campers and more day visitors are required to 
focus on visitor services. This may detract from their focus on natural resource 
management.
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Assessment across management competencies

Management competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Financial management Developing

> financial reports available for 2 years until 2017-18, however, these are at a very high level such that key financial ratios cannot be calculated 
(apart from profitability, which is moderate risk).

> aside from a non-commercial lease by the Yacht Club, there is no revenue generated onsite
> reliance on grants revenue, which is unpredictable 
> budget management demonstrated with net profit trending upward (two years trend data only)
> there is a small amount of working capital and immediate financial commitments can be met
> awaiting 2018-19 financial reporting data

Governance Developing

> committee follows DELWP to source personnel. Whilst there is currently good coverage of capabilities, evidence of recruitment strategies 
aligned to capability, or upskilling activities has not been sighted.

> the CoM is concerned about ageing and burnout of current members and there is no succession plan
> processes are in place to capture and manage risk, however, these could be formalised further
> tenancy agreements and MoUs have been put in place as needed
> meeting minutes were referred to but not sighted
> website has a page dedicated to CoM, however page link was not working when viewed and scope of publicly facing materials could not be 

assessed
> committee collaborates with local and state government bodies as well as adjoining foreshore committees identify improvement opportunities

Asset management Developing

> CoM have supplied details of built and coastal protection assets on the Reserve, but do not have records of the value of each item (overall 
estimate was provided)

> only an informal audit mechanism was referenced to identify, value and prioritise maintenance and upgrades
> process for auditing assets and complete documentation of condition of assets, including risk ratings have not been evidenced. 
> investment in assets is dependent on availability of grant funding (if safety issues are identified and require urgent funding the CoM will apply to 

and receive it from DELWP which may be subject to wait times. In other instances, the Committee deals with issues internally).

Environmental management Effective

> regular inspections with photo points are reported (self-reported)
> consultant evaluations are used as required 
> coastal management plan used, however it is unclear how or how this is documented into an annual work plan
> strong commitment, expertise and action taken to execute land care activities, limited only by funding available.

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; financial 
management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based on the information 
available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance documented within this report and 
offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity vary across reserves. The map is 
a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address 
gaps and build on strengths.
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information

Annual Return (including statement of income and 
expenditure and balance sheet)

2016-17
2017-18

Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve Coastal Draft 
Management Plan, May 2013 (includes overview of the area, 
flora & fauna, management & environmental strategy)

2015

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (members, 
assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Consultation with Committee of Management members Oct 2019

CoM website and Facebook Viewed Oct / 
Nov 2019

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Merricks 
Beach Foreshore Reserve Committee of management current state findings:

> full 3-year financial data (2016-17 – 2018-19)
> annual business/management plan 

> assets register and procedure

> environmental management plan (if not captured above)
> risk register (if not captured above)

> CoM input into / validation of volunteer hour estimates

> Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks  
(Victorian Environmental Assessment Council).

Poor

Poor Uncertain Fair Good

1. Merricks Beach Foreshore Reserve Coastal Draft Management Plan, May 2013 
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DRAFT

DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial Management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort 

attributed to developing an accurate understanding 
of financial position, and identifying tactics and 
strategies to improve financial management and 
performance and reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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DRAFT

DRAFT

Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map 
(continued…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset Management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
Management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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DRAFT

Attachment 2: Key financial ratios guide
Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity 
that has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total Assets) 
x 100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate 

the entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty 
meeting its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects 
or assets as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can
indicate cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines 
in income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. 
A negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; 
in particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. 
A high gearing is generally considered speculative.

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 
100

Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt.
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Point Leo Foreshore Reserve summary

Description:

The Point Leo Foreshore and Public Park Reserve Committee of Management (Point 
Leo CoM / CoM) is responsible for the management of 54 hectares of publicly owned 
foreshore, camping grounds and bushland at Point Leo on the Mornington Peninsula in 
Victoria. The Reserve adjoins the Merricks Foreshore Reserve (managed by the 
Merricks Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management) to the north-east and the 
Shoreham Foreshore Reserve (managed by the Shoreham Foreshore Committee of 
Management) to the south-west1.

Point Leo is a popular surf beach, and is frequented by locals, day-trippers, and 
overnight campers with the only campground on the Western Port side of the Peninsula 
that is open year-round. The reserve has significant biodiversity with nine different 
ecological vegetation classes with many indigenous plant and animal species. For the 
year ending 2018, the CoM estimated 30,000 campers and 103,295-day visitors.

Current use:

> Land based recreation: camping, picnicking, mountain biking, day walking, bike-
riding, birdwatching, school and community-based environmental studies1

> Water-based recreation: surfing, swimming, fishing, wind- and kite-surfing, rock-pool 
rambling, sailing1

> Leases / MOU: 

− Kiosk (lease)

− The Angling Club (lease)

− The Boat Club (lease)
− Owens Boat Shed (lease)

− Peninsula Surf School (licence)

− East Coast Surf School (licence)
− Get Salty Surf School (licence)

− Peninsula Stand Up Paddle School (licence)

− The Business of Yoga (licence)
− MOU with Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) for enforcement of dog 

walking regulations by MPSC officers.

1. Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve, 2017, Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Draft Management Plan

“I get to take care of a piece of 
land that I care deeply about, 
there’s something intangible 
about the reserve that I care 
about.”

“I just love Point Leo, enjoyed 
it as a kid, I want to put back 
into it and want to make sure 

others can enjoy it.”

“This place just keeps 
bringing you back.”

CoM’s vision:

Point Leo Foreshore Reserve strives to balance the need to preserve the park’s 
ecological communities with the demands placed upon the Reserve by an increasing 
number of visitors participating in the broad range of recreation opportunities offered1.
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Weaknesses
> maintenance and repairs identified without funding sources identified 

to complete all works  

> lack of asset registry and limited asset management (there is an list 
of planned works with priorities and estimated costs in the 
management plan but not separate living doc with all assets)

> lack of support from DELWP.

Opportunities

> increased collaboration for financial management and human 
resource management

> formalise asset management processes e.g. development of a 
separate asset register.

Threats

> high dependency on camping fees resulting in a single source of 
failure should anything impact this revenue source

> increased visitation placing greater burden on natural resources and 
environmental management complexity

> high complexity of land, facility and human resource management 
required by CoM

> risk of CoM member turnover and burnout.

Point Leo Foreshore Reserve SWOT

Strengths
> secure line of revenue from camping permits, that has grown 

significantly over the last five years, and is predicted to stabilise

> committee members skills are aligned with CoM duties

> cohesive strategic plan aligned that provides guidance for annual 
planning and priorities 

> high priority put on environmental management balanced with need 
to provide public amenity with environmental

> strong community engagement and support

> share resources across CoMs, including Ranger to assist Merricks 
Beach.
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Financial management and sustainability
Key financial ratios

Data sources: Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19)

*Ratio FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY2018-2019 Overall Risk
Profitability Low
Gross Profit Margin 40.62% 38.04% 30.00%
Net Profit Margin 40.62% 38.04% 30.00%
Return on Assets 51.16% 48.04% 56.72%
Return on Equity 51.68% 48.19% 157.21%
Liquidity Low 
Current Ratio 99.37 316.02 53.27
Balance Sheet Ratios Low 
Working Capital $565,578 $621,921 $434,914 
Operating Reserve 134% 128% 76%
Reinvestment 98.99% 99.68% 36.08%
Leverage Low 
Debt to Assets 0.01 0.00 0.64
Debt to Equity 0.01 0.00 1.77
Expense allocation
Administration to Total 
Expense 6% 5% 6%

Land Management to Total 
Expense 9% 10% 9%

Cost of Goods Sold to Total 
Expense 85% 84% 84%

$719,599 
$787,862 

$837,945 

$427,318 
$488,132 

$586,549 

$292,281 $299,730 
$251,396
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Income Expenses Net

Excludes $713,402,62 
of capital expense

* Refer to Attachment 2 for guidance calculations and uses of Key Financial Ratios

Financial position 2016/17 – 2018/19
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management and sustainability

For the year ended 30 June 2019, Point Leo CoM recorded revenue of $837,945 and a 
net profit after tax of $251,396. Point Leo CoM recorded positive working capital of 
$434,914. As at 30 June 2019, the cash balance was $443,235.

The CoM also shared that it holds monthly financial reviews, with finance subcommittee 
meeting minutes recorded at all meetings. These were not evidenced due to insufficient 
time for the CoM to provide them.

Assessment results

The overall risk assessment for Point Leo is low across all categories. Whilst 
expenditure has trended upward, so too has revenue and the CoM has reported a net 
profit between $250K and $300K over the past three years. 

Key points

> 2018-19 revenue was up by 6% driven by an increase in revenue from the camping 
fees

> 85% of revenue in 2018-2019 was generated from the camping fees creating a 
single point of dependency / failure

> 2018-19 expenses increased by 17% driven by increases in utility costs, grounds 
maintenance costs as well as salaries and wages 

> employee costs contributed to approximately 60% of expenses in 2018-2019.

Data sources: Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18)

> considerable infrastructure costs were incurred due to sewage and CFA hydrants at 
$500,000+ from 2017 onwards which were unplanned and unbudgeted in previous 
management plans. Careful management of the CoM’s financial position has enabled 
these concerns to be addressed

> in 2018-2019, Point Leo CoM obtained a Treasury Corporation of Victoria loan of 
$275,000 (to cover necessary expenditure of capital works) and expensed significant 
capital expenditure of $713,402, resulting in higher leverage ratios compared to previous 
years 

> further capital expenditure has been forecasted at $300,000 in FY2020 and  $50,000 in FY 
2021 which the CoM expects to cover with projected revenue. Figures for 2022/3 have not 
yet been fully assessed however preliminary testing indicates all expense can be met with 
current cash flow forecasts.

In-kind support

> eligible for beach clean-up subsidy
> coastal action group of 40+ members

> regular local action days supported by volunteers from surrounding areas (largest one had 
85 people)

> ad hoc donations.

Boat ramps Camp fees

No impact Significant impact

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 
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Asset management

Public value assets

The Point Leo foreshore reserve lies within the traditional lands of the Bunurong 
tribe. A 2009 survey found no significant historical, cultural or heritage assets on the 
Reserve.

The Point Leo CoM oversees 44 powered and 134 unpowered camp sites. The 
CoM leases land to the Point Leo Boat Club, Angling Club and Owen’s Boat Shed. 
It also provides licenses to the Kiosk, Peninsula, East Coast and Get Salty surf 
schools, Peninsula stand up paddle school and the Business of Yoga.  

Asset management practice

According to the Draft Management Plan (2017), the CoM commits to implement an 
annual review schedule for each plan (including those relating to assets) and 
ensures fortnightly infrastructure safety and maintenance checks. A full asset 
management and maintenance report has not been sighted though CoM shared it 
maintains one, which is currently undergoing a review in line with DELWP’s new 
risk register format.

The CoM also shares that a monthly asset review is actioned to identify issues with 
infrastructure.

Condition of assets / planned works

The CoM reports that public assets are in varying condition. $300k of planned works are 
scheduled for the 2019/20 financial year, for which planned retained earnings are 
available.

The CoM shared that the toilet block upgrade is complete, as is the purchase of an 
additional ute. 

Planned Works

Kiosk redevelopment High $650,000

SLSC Precinct High $250,000 (TBC)

Toilet Block 5 update Medium $25,000

Additional ute Medium $15,000

Replace ranger’s residence Medium $250,000

1. Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve, 2017, Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Draft Management Plan
Data sources: Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18) and Forecast Income and Expenditure including Capital Expenditure 2017-22
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Asset management

Asset summary and replacement value

The replacement costs of all assets at Point Leo Foreshore Reserve are estimated at 
$4.95m for those listed. According to the CoM, current assets valued by an independent 
valuer in 2019 for replacement value of existing assets totalled over $6.5 million.

Asset Description Replacement 
value

Existing amenities 
blocks

Six toilet blocks including block 5 with 
additional washing facilities $1,980,000

New camp kitchen and 
amenities building

Toilet Block 6 including camp kitchen $1,084,500

Office Office building $695,500

Kiosk Beach kiosk TBC

Boardwalks
Three wooden boardwalks in the East, 
Foreshore and Surf Club areas 
including viewpoints

$497,000

Rangers residence Residential building $332,800

Machinery and 
equipment

Tractor, ute, fencing, etc $149,050

Playground equipment Outdoor jungle gym $80,000

Shed Storage building to house machinery 
and equipment $63,800

BBQ areas Sheltered cooking and dining areas $24,500

Water tanks Water storage $19,500

Benches Seating benches either side of picnic 
tables $14,000

Ticket box office Purpose-built office building $10,000

1. Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve, 2017, Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Draft Management Plan
Data sources: Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18) and Forecast Income and Expenditure including Capital Expenditure 2017-22
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Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment:
> tailored management for different zones

> weed management

> pest and animal control.

Environmental management
Environmental management

Point Leo foreshore reserve is classified an International Ramsar wetland site (Western 
Port) and is a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.

The CoM's vision for the reserve aims to balance preservation of the reserve with the 
demands place on it by increased visitation and broad recreational pursuits. The risks to 
the natural environment have increased with the number of users that visit the reserve. 

Identified environmental issues / threats:

> soil erosion

> coastal acid sulphate soils

> marram grass (non-native) blocking natural watercourses

> human impact to vegetation 

> declining Coastal Banksia woodland

> human impact to native fauna

> bushfire

> weeds

> introduced animals.

Environmental management tools and controls

> Point Leo Foreshore & Reserve Draft Management Plan 2017, which includes 
management strategies for environmental categories, including geological features, 
rivers and catchments, vegetation, fauna, fire and emergency, pest plant and animals

> the Draft Management Plan also commits to:

‒ review and update fire ready plan

‒ catalogue trees and assess for risk
‒ develop vegetation management plan

> 2002 fauna survey (Mal Legg’s Environmental Services) 

> the CoM has taken a zoning approach to managing environmental and health risks to 
the reserve involving 

− restricting access to preservation zones

− managing conservation zones with a focus on vegetation 
− managing recreation zones with a focus on public safety

> over the past 3 years around 10% of expenditure has been allocated to land care 
activities.
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Governance and management arrangements 

CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

The Point Leo CoM is currently comprised of nine members who were appointed for a 
three-year tenure in 2016. Combined, the CoM hold a tenure of over 100 years, with five 
of the 9 members involved for over 12 years. The two longest standing members have 
been appointed for 38 and 24 years respectively. The table below includes the tenure of 
members.

The CoM is has arranged itself with two sub-committees; one focused on building and 
the second on finance. Two members sit across both these sub-committees.

The CoM engages the community in decision making through surveys, workshops and 
online formats and provides appropriate transparency over its management. Details of 
the CoM’s purpose and activities such as their management plan and how to contact 
them including about any concerns of their management approach are available on 
their website.

Recruitment of Point Leo CoM members is led by DELWP using an Expression of 
Interest process and interviews leading to merit-based appointments. The CoM 
observe that there is a good level of interest from the community to be involved and 
the vetting process by DELWP ensures personal agendas are not supported.

Governance practices

In 2017, the CoM developed a Management Plan based on extensive community 
engagement and consultation.  The Plan sets out a cohesive vision and strategy for the 
Reserve. This Plan is described as a working document and a guide for the CoMs 
annual work plans. 

CoM members by duration of tenure

< 3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years 9-12 years > 12 years
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Governance and management arrangements 

Management and employees

The CoM employs 7+ staff equating to just over 4 permanent staff (including 
1FTE Manager, 1 FTE Ranger) and casual staff over peak periods, to manage both 
commercial and conservation activities, as well as contractors for rubbish removal 
and seasonal cleaning. The Ranger works one day at Merricks Beach Foreshore 
Reserve.

The below structure has recently been updated by the CoM, though the updated 
structure was not provided due to timeframes.  Roles are permanent unless stated 
otherwise.

Role FTE Salary 
(approx.)

Ranger 5 days pw $61,000 

Assistant Ranger 3 days pw $36,000 

Assistant Ranger 2 days pw $19,000

Assistant Ranger 2 days pw $19,000

Assistant 4 hours pw $3,120

Office staff 3 days pw $45,000

Manager 5 days pw $75,000

Casual staff over peak periods (night rangers, 
gate staff, cleaners)

Casual $35,000
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Current members of the CoM contribute a range of professional skills that 
are well aligned to overseeing the reserve land, which includes:

> developing a strategic plan and annual 
work plan

> preparing an emergency management 
plan, fire plan, etc.

> applying for and administering grant 
applications

> coordinating volunteer activities

> hiring and overseeing contractors
> managing licenses and leases with multiple 

stakeholders

> issuing permits

> reviewing policies
> preparing financial statements

> staffing the office (9am – 4pm weekends)

> collecting fees

> regulation and enforcement (including 
dogs, vehicles, camping, etc.)

> responding to community enquiries. Skill sets of current committee members

The CoM augments these functions and expertise with contracted works, consultants or 
subject matter experts, including expertise on environmental management from 
neighbouring CoMs. The Committee identified accounting and human resources 
management as current skill deficits and is seeking greater assistance to negotiate 
leases and licences.

Employees, including a manager, rangers and office staff support the CoM to carry out 
these duties. The separation of roles is not clear from the information at hand. 

Accounting

Business acumen –
Insurance and bankingData analysis

Legal

Engineering
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Social capital

Social capital

The CoM contributes significant in-kind support to oversee the Reserve. Members provide 
local expertise and representation and are highly active community members. Participation 
of individuals is motivated by a variety of reasons, including a desire to:

> generational connection to the area

> connection to the land itself

> duty of care to preserve and enhance the area.

CoMs members consult widely with and provide information to the community, including 
about how they would like to be involved in the reserve.

The CoM host quarterly Coastal Action days which enlist an average of 20 people (and 
have seen a maximum of 85 people coming from as far as Mornington, Mt Eliza, Hastings 
and a few people from Melbourne). The volunteers help with weeding, planting, plant 
propagation and habitat protection. Local surfers, including school children, often 
participate in the working bees.

CoM members commented on the ‘ghost volunteers’ and ad-hoc and spontaneous 
volunteer contributions of the public that are difficult to capture and quantify (e.g. members 
of the public assisting to move a fallen tree. 

Volunteer contribution

Estimated
number of 
people

Estimated 
average 
hours per 
month

Estimated 
total hours 
per year

Total $ 
value

CoM member duties 9 90 900 $37,548

Local action days
(average 20 – max 85)

30 720 $30,038

Volunteer Professional 
/ Trade skills (5%)

81 $20,250

Estimated dollar value (per annum) $87,836

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours which are difficult to value (see 
table right), the CoM facilitates local goodwill and value in their contracting 
arrangements, which may not be realised through more scaled procurements which 
traditionally carry greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, connectivity and local 
custodianship derived through community participation, local decision-making and 
autonomy is also not able to be valued with these blunt instruments but should be 
recognised.

Based on May 2017 to May 2018 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, volunteers are assigned 
an in-kind contribution ($41.72 per hour). Professional / Trade skills are costed at average of $250 per 
hour and are approximated at + 5% of total standard volunteer hours.
** Assumed five students from each college, attending for approx. ½ day, once per term.

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6302.0
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Assessment across management competencies

Management competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Financial management Effective

> financial reports available for 3 years until 2018-19 (at a level of detail that they can be audited)
> secure line of revenue from camping fees, that has increased year on year
> low risk across all key financial ratios
> budget management demonstrated with positive working capital 
> showing immediate financial commitments can be met
> 85% of revenue is generated through camping fees, suggesting a single point of dependency / failure

Governance
Effective

> effective processes are in place to source and sustain personnel and policies are being reviewed 
> Draft Management Plan provides overarching framework and annual plans are established
> extensive and ongoing community engagement and consultation is used to inform decision making
> processes are in place to capture and manage risk, however, these could be formalised and a risk register established
> some challenges with HR, licence and tenant agreements for which assistance is being sought

Asset management Developing

> mechanism is in place to identify, value and prioritise maintenance and upgrades
> CoM commits to fortnightly infrastructure safety and maintenance checks, however, documentation of condition of assets, 

including risk ratings have not been sighted
> full asset management and maintenance report has not been sighted though CoM shared it maintains one, which is currently 

undergoing a review in line with DELWP’s new risk register format
> monthly asset reviews, though not sighted, are used to identify issues with infrastructure
> lack of asset registry and limited asset management (there is a list of planned works with priorities and estimated costs in the

management plan but not separate living doc with all assets).

Environmental management Developing

> Draft Management Plan contains extensive reference to managing environmental concerns across multiple areas (geological 
features, rivers and catchments, vegetation, fauna, fire and emergency, pest plant and animals).  The CoM commits to 
reviewing these plans annually. 

> zoning has occurred to establish different management approaches dependent on the sensitivity of the land
> consultant evaluations are used as required (self-reported)
> skill base to deal with complex and long-term environmental issues is not fully demonstrated.  The CoM leverage 

environmental science expertise and mentoring from neighbouring Merrick’s Beach CoM.

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; financial 
management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based on the information 
available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance documented within this report and 
offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity vary across reserves. The map is 
a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address 
gaps and build on strengths.
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information

Annual Return 2016-17 
2017-18

Independent financial audit 2018-19

Profit and loss statement and expected 5-yr forecast 2017

Capital expenditure and expected 5-yr forecast 2017

Point Leo Foreshore Park and Reserve Management Plan 
(includes overview and historical context, environmental, 
indigenous cultural heritage, safety and public amenity 
strategies, and planned capital expenditure)

2018

Committee’s report 2018

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP (members, 
assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Consultation with Committee of Management members Nov 2019

CoM website Viewed Dec 2019

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Point Leo 
Foreshore Reserve Committee of management current state findings:

> annual business/management plan 
> assets register

> clarification of the role and responsibilities of the CoM and paid employees (unable 
to be provided due to time restrictions)

> CoM input into / validation of volunteer hour estimates (unable to be provided due to 
time restrictions)

> environmental management plan (if not captured above)

> risk register (if not captured above)

> Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks  
(Victorian Environmental Assessment Council). Members share that this has not yet 
been provided to them by DELWP.
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map (cont…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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Attachment 2: Financial key ratios guide

Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity 
that has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total Assets) x 
100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate 

the entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty 
meeting its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects 
or assets as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can
indicate cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines 
in income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. 
A negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; 
in particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. 
A high gearing is generally considered speculative

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt
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“The campers love it because 
of its intrinsic environmental 

area – it’s a conservation 
habitat”

Shoreham Foreshore Reserve summary

Description:

The Shoreham Foreshore Reserve (the Reserve) is approximately 187 hectares in size 
and 2.2 kilometres in length spanning from Point Leo Foreshore Reserve to Flinders1. 

The Reserves’ coastal setting, comprised of family and surf beaches, sand dunes, cliffs 
and gullies, walking trails and camping areas is enjoyed by both residents and visitors to 
the area including school groups, campers, trail walkers and bird and wildlife watchers1. 

The CoM is made up of five members and has appointed a paid full-time manager and 
part-time casual to undertake the day to day operations of the Reserve, including the 
management of contractors for capital works and ongoing maintenance1. 

“Volunteers – people who live 
here care for it, they pick up 

rubbish on the beach – ‘ghost 
volunteers’ – the main 

volunteers are the ghosts who 
do the work”

Current use:

> Land based recreation: trail walking, dog walking, camping, passive recreational 
activities, bird and wildlife watching 1 

> Water-based recreation: swimming, fishing, boating, surfing, kite-surfing, sailing 1 

> Leases / MOU: 

− Salty Surf School

− Peninsula SUP (Stand Up Paddling) School

− MOU with Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) for enforcement of dog 
regulations by MPSC officers.

1 Management Plan for Shoreham Foreshore Reserve – 2015/16 – 2018/19

Reserve purpose:

The Shoreham Reserve Committee of Management (Shoreham CoM / CoM), formed 
in 1990, is responsible for managing the Reserve and ensuring its reservation 
purpose  - the protection of the coastline - is achieved1. 

CoM’s vision:

To protect the natural undeveloped character of the Reserve by conserving and 
enhancing indigenous flora and fauna whilst providing compatible recreational and 
educational opportunities.                                 
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Strengths
> recent increase in popularity of area and demand for the  

recreational opportunities it provides, e.g. camping, means it enjoys 
a steady income stream that has increased significantly in the past 
three years 

> skills and capabilities of the CoM members are well aligned to the 
needs of the Reserve 

> the CoM is able to draw on community and other groups, e.g. 
Mornington Peninsula Shire effectively to generate in-kind support

> Governance documents are well stored and maintains with over 20 
policy documents housed in the CoM’s Dropbox.

Weaknesses
> the CoM has identified required capital upgrades for infrastructure 

relied upon by its key user groups, e.g. Shoreham Main Beach toilet 
block, however does not have the funds available to complete the 
works. 

> heavy reliance on a single source of revenue (camping).

Opportunities

> greater revenue at the CoM’s disposal (see above) provides more 
funds for targeted reinvestment

> governance and/or other specialised expertise, e.g. policy 
development, environmental issues can be more effectively 
leveraged from relationship with DELWP

> a stronger (and more mutually beneficial) relationship with the 
Mornington Peninsula Shire could be developed, particularly 
following the successful establishment of an MOU regarding 
enforcement of dog regulations in 2010.

Threats
> the CoM relies heavily on camping fees - camping fees have made 

up approximately 95% of the CoM’s income in the past two years, 
which leaves them exposed to significant risk should camping rates 
or demand fluctuate 

> growing visitor numbers (visitation has increased rapidly in the past 
three years) pose greater threats to the Reserve’s natural 
environment

> increased public demand for the recreational opportunities provided 
by the Reserve has not been matched with a proportionate increase 
in funding (or in-kind) support from DELWP.

Shoreham Foreshore Reserve SWOT
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Financial management and sustainability

Key financial ratios

Data sources: Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Financial Statements FY2018, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management Annual Return FY2017 and FY2019

Ratio FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 Overall Risk
Profitability Moderate 
Gross Profit Margin 7.35% (12.23%) 8.55%
Net Profit Margin 7.35% (12.23%) 8.55%
Return on Assets 16.92% (48.27%) 30.90%
Return on Equity 100.00% (61.75%) 100.00%
Liquidity Low 

Current Ratio Insufficient 
Information 4.58 56.84

Working Capital Low 
Working Capital $95,702.88                        $60,259.00                   $ 87,656.00 
Operating Reserve 47% 23% 30%
Reinvestment 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Leverage Low 
Debt to Assets 0.00 0.22 0.02
Debt to Equity 0.00 0.28 0.06
Expense allocation
Administration to Total 
Expense 11% 12% 10%

Land Management to Total 
Expense 39% 23% 30%

Cost of Goods Sold to Total 
Expense 50% 65% 60%

* Current liabilities for FY 2016-17 not available therefore unable to calculate current ratio
** Refer to Attachment 2 for guidance calculations and uses of Key Financial Ratios
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Financial management and sustainability

Financial management and sustainability

For the year ended 30 June 2019, Shoreham CoM recorded revenue of $320,541, a net 
profit after tax of $27,398 and a cash balance of $88,676. At 30 June 2018 Shoreham 
CoM recorded positive working capital of $60,259. 

Assessment results

Key financial ratios can be calculated for the 2017-18 financial year only. Although the 
risk assessment for Shoreham CoM is low across the categories of liquidity, balance 
sheet ratios and leverage, the results against the profitability category combined with its 
forecasted capital works has resulted in an overall moderate risk rating. In 2018-2019, 
Shoreham CoM returned to a net positive financial position however, this is insufficient to 
cover its significant planned works requirements. 

Key points

> as of June 30, 2019, the CoM remains financially sound with a surplus of $27,396 
and cash in bank of $88,6761

> revenue has increased by approximately 45% in three years, driven largely by 
increased revenue from camping fees

> 95% of the CoMs revenue in the past two years has been generated by camping fees 
(increased visitation)

> 2017-18 expenses were up 40% driven by increases in repair costs, grounds 
maintenance costs, salaries and wages and capital expenses.

> the CoM experienced a significant deficit in the 2017-18 financial year and the audit 
flagged depleted cash reserves.  The CoM commented that the expenditure was in 
line with their management plan. Expenses were reduced by 14% in 2018-19

> on average, over one-third (~35%) of the CoM’s expenses in the past two years relate 
to the payment of wages and salaries.

In-kind support 

> 5-6 working bees supported by approximately 20 local volunteers per year focusing 
on revegetation and weeding of Reserve 

> specialist colleges, e.g. Holmesglen Tafe and Dromana Special School support weed 
eradication and native shrub planting on ongoing basis 

> mulch supplied by Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC)

> MPSC enforcement of regulations in respect to dogs

> MPSC commitment to allocate $50,000 toward developing a drainage strategy for the 
township (storm water causing land slippage).

Impact from potential/proposed revenue changes 

Boat ramps Camp fees

No impact Significant impact

1 Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management Annual Return for Financial Year ending 30 June 2019.
Data sources: Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Committee Of Management Inc. Financial Statements (2016-17 and 2017-18)
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Asset management

Public value assets

Shoreham lies within the traditional lands of the Bunurong tribe. Significant historical, 
cultural or heritage assets on the Reserve include the Pines (pine tree area) which is 
listed as having State Cultural Significance under the Victoria Heritage Register. 

The CoM oversees approximately 112 non-powered camp sites. It also leases the 
Reserve to Fraser Ross: Salty Surf School and Will Salter: Peninsula SUP (Stand Up 
Paddling) School. 

Asset management practice

The CoM have supplied high level details of most of its assets, including a description, 
condition assessment, priority ratings and estimated replacement value for each, 
however details for some smaller assets were not provided. 

Daily maintenance inspections are undertaken by the Reserve manager and the CoM 
does an annual walk through; however, it is unclear if observations are captured in a 
formal and live asset register.

Cost estimates relating to capital upgrades are outlined in a 2019 Committee of 
Management report provided to DELWP.

Condition of assets / planned works

Shoreham CoM has planned capital works of $900,000 (with $750,000 of this considered 
high priority) but do not have the working capital to cover these costs.

Planned Works Priority Cost

Replace main beach toilet block High Priority $600,000

Upgrade camp amenity block 2 Medium Priority $150,000

Install fire hydrants to meet CFA guidelines High Priority $150,000

In addition to the works listed above, the CoM has noted, in its most recent financial 
return, the pressures of increased visitation on infrastructure and the need for long-term 
design for the area.
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Asset management

Asset summary and replacement value

The replacement costs of all assets at Shoreham Foreshore Reserve are estimated 
at over $1.7m.

*The following assets could not be costed - beach gravel carpark and bitumen road entrance, beach 
retaining wall, boat ramp, camping reserve access roads, walk ways and paths, camp BBQ’s (2 with PVC 
fly overs) and  smokehouse.

Asset* Description Replacement 
value

Residence and office The Reserve Manager’s residence 
and office 

$550,000

Amenity block 1 –
camping reserve

Camper amenity block with solar 
boosted hot water, solar photovoltaic 
grid connection and rainwater tanks

$550,000

Amenity block 2 –
camping reserve

As above $350,000

Main beach toilet block Public brick toilet block opposite 
Shoreham main beach water front 

$250,000

Motor vehicle, plant 
and equipment 

No description available $40,000

Machinery shed No description available $25,000

Boom gate Electronic boom gate that provides 
access control to the Reserve

$13,000
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Environmental management
Environmental management

Shoreham Foreshore Reserve is classified an International Ramsar wetland site 
(Western Port) and is a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
The CoM aims to balance preservation of the natural resources of the reserve with 
facilitating community recreation needs. Threats to the Reserve’s natural 
environment (as a rule) work in lockstep with population growth and increased 
visitation to the Reserve and Shoreham region more broadly.
The CoM has identified the need to increase its environmental management efforts 
in light of the recent and significant increase in popularity of the Shoreham region 
(now a popular lifestyle destination for young families) and visitors to the Reserve.  
The CoM has observed a significant increase in several demand metrics, e.g. 
vehicles accessing beach, camping fees generated). 

Identified environmental issues / threats 

> inadequate urban drainage / stormwater run-off from private properties in 
Shoreham area causing erosion and landslips

> tree maintenance and weed control

> damage to vegetation by invasive animals, e.g. dogs off lead, cats, rabbits, 
foxes, etc. and weeds 

> vegetation vandalism, i.e. removal of vegetation by residents to provide views of 
Western Port Bay

> fire safety. 

Environmental management tools and controls

In 2015, the Shoreham Foreshore Committee developed a Management Plan for 
Shoreham Foreshore Reserve – 2015/16 – 2018/19. This plan identifies 
management issues with associated management actions that relate to 
environmental management. Reporting against management actions was provided 
and it was noted in the Chairman’s report, dated June 30, 2019, that “most actions 
[have been] completed or [are] in the course of completion”. The CoM also noted 
that further planning is suspended until the end of the Future Foreshores Project. 

Best ways to protect and enhance the coastal environment include:

> improve management of urban stormwater run-off (MPSC have allocated $50,000 
toward a drainage strategy for the township)

> implement ongoing weed control program, including planting native flora along the 
coastal fringe

> continue feral animal control, including education and enforcement of regulations 
relating to dogs 

> implement CFA recommendations regarding management of fire risks (CFA 
regularly attend the Reserve to train drivers and survey the area. They have 17 
volunteer drivers.)

> restrict access by people into high quality vegetation and/or regenerating areas.
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Governance and management arrangements 

CoM and management staffing arrangements and responsibilities

The Shoreham CoM is currently comprised of five members, all of whom have held their 
positions for six or more years.  The two longest serving members have served for 17 
and 25 years, respectively. Current members observe that 6 or 7 members is an ideal 
size for the committee. 

Recruitment of Shoreham CoM members is led by DELWP using an Expression of 
Interest process and interviews leading to merit-based appointments every 18 months. 
CoM members expressed concerns about the effectiveness of these processes and 
welcomed a more collaborative approach with greater lead time.

Management and employees 

The Committee has had a full-time staff member for 50+ years, with the original position 
being a Ranger and a Manager appointed in 2003.

In 2018, the CoM appointed a full-time manager and a casual employee who are 
responsible for overall management of the Reserves’ operations. This includes (but is 
not limited to):

> managing camping sites

> managing compliance of foreshore visitors

> conducting building inspections 

> managing delivery of general maintenance and repairs by subcontractors.

Governance practices

> The CoM has been guided by a detailed management plan for the past four-year 
period (2015/16-2018/19), which outlines (among other things) the CoM’s vision, 
strategic priorities and associated targets (management actions). It is noted, however, 
that future planning has been suspended

> In the 2018-19 Chairperson’s report, it is noted that ‘management has focused on 
establishing modern governance practice and financial systems in 2018/19. Policy 
reviews have been conducted and are ongoing. Tour Operator licences were also 
reviewed and will be introduced in late 2019.’

> Members of the CoM maintain and store governance documents using Dropbox. 
Documents include agendas, minutes, policies and other governance tools. Examples 
of policy documents housed within Dropbox include Shoreham Foreshore Reserve 
Policy and Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy 
and Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy and 
Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy and 
Associated Documents Register. These documents are merely examples, with over 
20 listed on the register. They have not been sighted by Grosvenor.

CoM members by duration of tenure

< 3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years 9-12 years > 12 years

(Chairperson)
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Capabilities

Reserve management responsibilities

Current members of the CoM contribute a range of professional skills, knowledge and 
experience that are well aligned to management needs of the reserve land, including:

The skills of the CoM are complimented further by paid employees and contractors who 
are used for accounting, arborist, plumbing, electrical, cleaning, administration, etc.  

Skill sets of current committee members

> financial management, including 
contractor and procurement financial 
policies, grant writing

> risk assessment and management 
including fires, stormwater run-off, 
dogs on beaches, weed control, 
emergency management planning

> community engagement activities, 
including with schools and TAFEs

> engagement with other organisations 
to garner support for the Reserve, e.g. 
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, 

Victoria Police, SES and Shoreham 
Community Association

> policy development, particularly 
regarding camping, tour operator 
licenses, boating and swim zone 
review

> maintenance of Reserve website and 
promotional material.

Contract 
management

/ legal

Early Childhood

Social Work /
Aboriginal affairs

Policy and strategy

Stakeholder
engagement

Education,
training and 
development

Leadership / 
CEO local government

Land care and 
environmental

science
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Social Capital
Social capital

The CoM contributes significant in-kind support to oversee the Reserve. Members 
provide local expertise and representation and are highly active community 
members. One CoM member is the founder of Shoreham Community Association and 
another has 40 years experience maintaining the local area. 

Participation of individuals is motivated by a variety of reasons, including a desire to:

> connect and contribute to their local community

> support and protect the area remains in the same condition as it is now (and has 
been in the past)

> represent the views of key user groups, e.g. campers.

CoMs members consult widely with and provide information to the community. CoM 
members commented on the ‘ghost volunteers’- the many volunteers, mostly caring 
residents, who do the bulk of the volunteering and pick up rubbish on the beach.

More formally, the CoM leverage support from Holmesglen TAFE and Dromana 
Special School for weed eradication and native shrub planting.  

Volunteer contribution

Estimated
number of 
people

Estimated 
average 
hours per 
month

Estimated 
total hours 
per year

Total $ 
value

CoM member duties 5 50 600 $25,032

Regular working 
bees (~6 per year)

20 40 480 $20,026

Holmesglen 
TAFE/Dromana 
weeding groups**

10 20 240 $10,013

Volunteer 
Professional / Trade 
skills (5%)

66 $16,500

Estimated dollar value (per annum) $71,571

In addition to direct contribution of volunteer hours which are difficult to value the 
CoM facilitates local goodwill and value in their contracting arrangements, which 
may not be realised through more scaled procurements which traditionally carry 
greater overheads.

The local expertise, alongside the community cohesion, connectivity and local 
custodianship derived through community participation, local decision-making and 
autonomy is also not able to be valued with these blunt instruments but should be 
recognised.

Based on May 2017 to May 2018 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, volunteers are assigned 
an in-kind contribution ($41.72 per hour). Professional / Trade skills are costed at average of $250 per 
hour and are approximated at + 5% of total standard volunteer hours.
** Assumed five students from each college, attending for approx. ½ day, once per term.

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6302.0
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Future state 

The following concerns were raised by the Committee:

> the CoM has insufficient funds available to address capital works required to upgrade 
key infrastructure in the Reserve, e.g. Shoreham Main Beach toilet block

> the increased public demand for the recreational opportunities provided by the 
Reserve, i.e. significant increases in visitors to the Reserve has not been matched 
with a proportionate increase in funding (or in-kind) support from DELWP 

> the CoM does not currently have the delegated authority to enforce regulations that 
are needed to successfully cope with increased visitation, e.g. camping regulations, 
nor does it have the resources to pursue alternative routes for enforcement, e.g. 
VCAT, Victoria Police 

> the CoM is not confident that the needs of Shoreham’s residents (and the collective 
needs of the Reserve more generally) will be captured appropriately by DELWP in a 
potential future amalgamation process.

The following opportunities were identified by the Committee:

> greater revenue generated by significant increase in demand for camping in the 
Reserve provides more funds for targeted (and ongoing) reinvestment

> funding allocated toward a drainage plan for Flinders Shire by the  Mornington 
Peninsula Shire will enable key environmental management risks identified by the 
Reserve to be addressed

> there is scope for the CoM to continue to leverage governance-related expertise from 
DELWP, particularly following recent policy support / training provided by the 
Department 

> there is an opportunity for the CoM to build a stronger (and more mutually beneficial) 
relationship with the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council following the successful 
introduction of formalised arrangements regarding the enforcement of regulations in 
respect of dogs in the Reserve in 2018/2019.
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Assessment across management competencies

Management 
competency Rating Commentary / Recommendations to improve rating

Financial management Developing

> the CoM is financially sound with a surplus of $27,396 and cash in bank of $88,6761 
> steady income stream that has increased significantly over the past three financial years (~45%) due to increased demand for camping in the Reserve.
> 2017-18 profitability ratios were low and the audit flagged depletion of cash and that the CoM would be out of capital within 3 years.  The CoM has 

responded to this commentary, however, the cash position should continue to be monitored, particularly in light of asset liabilities.
> despite the above, the CoM’s heavy reliance on camping fees for revenue (approximately 95% of the CoM’s revenue is generating through camping fees) 

means they are extremely sensitive to any changes in this space and are exposed to significant risk should camping rates or demand fluctuate. The CoM 
should look to address this by developing strategies to identify alternative revenue streams in the future

> audit process raised some concerns about cash transactions, super payments, rearranging cash supplies. CoM noted modernisation of financial practices 
as a focus in 2018-19. It is commendable that this self-assessment, continuous improvement and reporting is occurring.

Governance  Effective

> delineation between governance and day to day operations through recent employment of full-time manager and part-time casual employee responsible for 
overseeing management of the Reserve 

> capabilities of the CoM, i.e. skills and experience / knowledge are well aligned to needs of the CoM (refer to page 9 for more information)
> demonstrated ability to engage / collaborate with and leverage the skills and knowledge of other key stakeholders, e.g. DELWP and Mornington Peninsula 

Shire 
> detailed and well-written management plan for the CoM for past four year period (2015/16-2018/19), which outlines (among other things) the CoM’s vision, 

strategic priorities and associated targets (management actions) to deliver, however, future planning has been suspended
> CoM reported modernisation of governance practice and financial systems in 2018/19 as well as ongoing review of policies
> evidence and reporting has been provided relating to progress against achievement of management actions specified in Management Plan 
> evidence has been provided of formal / ongoing governance activities undertaken by the CoM, e.g. governance meeting frequencies / format, agendas, 

minutes and outcomes from previous meetings, etc
> storage via Dropbox maintained by committee members for record keeping. These include agendas, minutes, policies and other governance tools. 

Examples of policy documents include: Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy and Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy 
and Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy and Associated Documents Register, Shoreham Foreshore Reserve Policy and 
Associated Documents Register. These documents are merely examples, with over 20 listed on the register. They have not been sighted by Grosvenor.

The Management Competency – Maturity Map at Attachment 1 defines management capabilities and practices across the following four domains and differing levels of maturity; financial 
management, governance, assets management and environmental management. Below is a maturity rating against each of the four management competencies, based on the information 
available to Grosvenor at the time of producing this report. These ratings are supported by commentary that summarise the practices and performance documented within this report and 
offer recommendations to improve the rating. It is not expected that all CoMs will achieve a maturity rating of ‘effective’ as the risks, values and complexity vary across reserves. The map is 
a new tool for DELWP and CoMs to use to build a shared understanding of the current level of maturity, desired future level of maturity and how DELWP can best support CoMs to address 
gaps and build on strengths.
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Assessment across management competencies (cont…)

Management 
competency Rating Commentary / recommendations to improve rating

Asset management Developing

> the CoM have supplied high level details of the majority of its assets, including a description, condition assessment and estimated replacement value for each, 
however details for a number of smaller assets were not provided (see page 6 for more detail) 

> a crude mechanism is in place to identify, value and prioritise maintenance and upgrades (daily maintenance inspections are undertaken by the Reserve 
manager and the CoM does an annual walk through)

> cost estimates relating to capital upgrades are outlined in 2019 Committee of Management Template 
> no asset management plan / detailed asset register, including risk ratings has been mentioned or provided
> insufficient funding available to carry out required capital upgrades on key Reserve infrastructure, e.g. Main Beach toilet block.

Environmental 
management Effective

> the CoM proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and protect the Reserve’s natural environmental, including:
- formalising arrangements with Mornington Peninsula Shire regarding enforcement of animal control regulations and urban stormwater run-off from 

private residences
- implementing ongoing weed control program and leveraging community support through working bees involving residents and groups such as 

Holmesglen Tafe and Dromana Special School support weed eradication and native shrub planting on ongoing basis 
> demonstrated awareness of fire safety risks and commitment to meeting CFA recommendations
> evidence of ongoing reporting / progress against environmental management actions in listed in CoM management plan.
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Summary of information and confidence of assessments

Information sources Confidence rating

Information Time period

Management Plan for Shoreham Foreshore 
Reserve (includes overview of the area and CoM 
strategy / management priorities)

2015/16 – 2018/19

Performance against Management Plan Review October 2018

Consultation with Committee of Management 
members

Nov 2019

CoM website Viewed Dec 2019

CoM Information sheet prepared for DELWP 
(members, assets, planned works, threats, visitors)

Feb 2019

Profit and loss statement and Balance Sheet FY2017-18

Income and expenditure Statement FY 2019 (with financials 
from FY 2018 included)

Committee of Management annual return FY2017, FY2018, FY2019 

Sample agenda and minutes (including action 
items) of CoM meeting

Nov 2019

Shoreham Foreshore Reserve
Policy and Associated Documents Register

January 2020

Snapshot of Dropbox contents January 2020

The following items would improve confidence in Grosvenor’s assessment of Shoreham 
Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management current state findings:

> annual business plan, including up to date reporting of progress against 
management actions listed in four-year Management Plan

> asset management plan and detailed / complete asset register 

> environmental management plan (if not captured above)

> up to date risk register (if not captured above)
> CoM input into / validation of volunteer hour estimates and employee roles and 

responsibilities.

> Coastal Reserve Land Units Inventory - high values and climate change risks  
(Victorian Environmental Assessment Council).
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map

Limited Developing Effective

Financial Management > Low understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records aren’t regularly documented
> Limited budget management, with financial 

commitments regularly unable to be met
> Little to no demonstrated evidence or effort attributed 

to developing an accurate understanding of financial 
position, and identifying tactics and strategies to 
improve financial management and performance and 
reduce risk

> Sound understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Financial records are documented but have some 
gaps or are only documented infrequently

> Demonstrated budget management, with financial 
commitments almost always able to be met

> Financial position almost always known with 
evidence of planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

> In-depth understanding and knowledge of financial 
management and reporting principles

> Detailed financial records are routinely documented 
in accordance with standards capable of being 
audited

> Comprehensive budget management, with financial 
commitments always able to be met

> Accurate financial position able to be identified on 
demand, with maintain and/or comprehensive and 
up-to-date planning in place to improve financial 
management and performance and reduce risk

Governance > No formal processes in place or documented to 
identify, source, educate and sustain required 
personnel, with frequent resourcing and skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Limited processes in place for coordinating 
personnel and protecting their welfare and safety

> No formal approach to capturing and managing risk
> Gaps evident in understanding of compliance 

obligations, and limited policies and procedures in 
place to meet obligations, including licence and 
tenant management

> Limited strategy, management and business 
planning processes in place and/or no outcomes 
documented

> Limited engagement with local community, and/or 
low understanding of community concerns

> Limited-low levels of cooperation with stakeholders, 
including local and state government bodies

> Process in place to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with some inconsistency 
in process compliance and documentation and/or 
minor skill/knowledge gaps

> Sound approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Clear processes in place to capture and manage risk
> Sound understanding of compliance obligations, with 

policies and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Some strategy, management and business planning 
processes are in place with outcomes documented

> Occasionally engages with local community, with 
reasonable understanding of community concerns

> Generally cooperates with stakeholders, including 
local and state government bodies, to meet 
stakeholder needs

> Documented, effective processes in place and 
complied with to identify, source, educate and 
sustain required personnel, with little-no skill / 
knowledge gaps

> Effective approach to coordinating personnel and 
protecting their welfare and safety

> Comprehensive risk capture and planning processes 
are in place and routinely revisited and updated

> Comprehensive understanding of compliance 
obligations, with documented and up to date policies 
and procedures in place to meet obligations, 
including licence and tenant management

> Comprehensive strategy, management and business 
planning processes are in place with outcomes 
documented

> Processes in place to routinely engage with local 
community members and to proactively identify and 
address community concerns 

> Proactively collaborates with local and state 
government bodies to best meet the needs of 
stakeholders and identify improvement opportunities
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Attachment 1: Management Competency – Maturity Map (cont…)

Limited Developing Effective

Asset Management > No or incomplete / inaccurate records of details of 
assets, such as description, location, date of 
acquisition, value estimate and condition

> Limited or no monitoring of asset condition, and low 
levels of planning or intervention to protect, sustain 
and or replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, 
with missed opportunity to extract value and utility 
from assets

> Limited to low levels of knowledge of asset 
management practices, and ineffective / inefficient 
use of expert advice and assistance in asset 
management

> Generally accurate and complete records exist which 
capture details of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Monitors the condition or some or all assets, with 
some planning in place to protect, sustain and or 
replace assets to meet stakeholder needs, and make 
good use of asset value and utility

> Some knowledge of asset management practices, 
and appropriate use of expert advice and assistance 
to best manage assets

> Systemised approach to capturing and maintaining 
an accurate record of assets, including description, 
location, date of acquisition, value estimate and 
condition

> Proactively monitors condition of assets and 
develops strategies and plans to protect, sustain 
and/or replace assets to best meet stakeholder 
needs, and otherwise extract maximum utility and 
value from assets

> Strong knowledge of asset management practices, 
including good understanding of when to involve 
expert advice and assistance to best manage assets

Environmental 
Management

> Limited to no planning or steps taken to preserve 
and protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Limited to no reference to environmental factors and 
considerations in decision making

> Takes some steps and puts in place some planning 
efforts to preserve and protect the natural 
environment, and otherwise mitigate environmental 
risks including relating to bushfire, flora, pests, weed, 
population and climate change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations taken into 
account when making significant decisions

> Proactively plans and takes steps to preserve and 
protect the natural environment, and otherwise 
mitigate environmental risks including relating to 
bushfire, flora, pests, weed, population and climate 
change growth

> Environmental factors and considerations routinely 
and appropriately inform decision making 
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DRAFT

Attachment 2: Key financial ratios guide

Ratio Calculation What it tells us

Pr
of

ita
bi

lit
y 

R
at

io
s

Gross Profit Margin (Gross Profit / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's ability to turn a dollar of revenue into profit after cost of goods sold has been accounted for. The 
higher the figure the better. A negative figure can indicate poor costing procedures.

Net Profit Margin (Profit before Tax / Sales Revenue) x 100 Measure of how much out of every dollar of revenue an entity retains in earnings. A higher figure indicates a more profitable entity 
that has better control over its costs compared to its competitors.

Return on Assets (Profit before Interest & Tax / Total Assets) x 
100

Measure of how profitable an entity is relative to its total assets. Provides a useful guide as to how efficient the entity is at using its 
assets to generate a profit.

Return on Equity (Profit after Tax / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measure used to assess an entity's efficiency in generating additional profit from every unit of shareholders equity. The higher the 
figure the better.

Li
qu

id
ity

 
Ra

tio
s Current Ratio Current Assets / Current Liabilities Measures whether an entity has sufficient resources to pay its debts over the next 12 months. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate 

the entity may not be efficiently using its current assets. A low value (i.e. less than 1) may indicate the entity could have difficulty 
meeting its short-term obligations. A low value however may not indicate a critical problem if the entity has good long-term prospects 
or assets as it may be able to raise funds to meet current obligations.

B
al

an
ce

 S
he

et
 R

at
io

s Working Capital Current Assets - Current Liabilities Measure of an entity's ability to meet short term liabilities. The higher the figure the better however, must understand the types of 
current assets the entity has and how quickly they can be converted into cash to meet current liabilities. A negative figure can
indicate cash flow/liquidity issues.

Operating Reserve Unrestricted Net Assets / Total 
Operating Expenses

The percent of available operating funds an organisation maintains to cover unforeseen increases in operating expenses or declines 
in income.

Reinvestment (Retained profits / Total assets) x 100 Measures the accumulated level of profit reinvested into an entity over time to fund its future growth. The higher the figure the better. 
A negative figure can indicate the need for external funding to support operations.

Le
ve

ra
ge

Debt to Assets (Total Liabilities / Total Assets) x 100 Measures the proportion of total debt outstanding relative to an entity's total assets. Used to indicate an entity's longer-term stability; 
in particular, its ability to meet debts from its asset base. The lower the percentage, the better is the ability to cover debt from assets. 
A high gearing is generally considered speculative

Debt to Equity (Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity) x 100 Measures the proportion of capital invested by the entity's owners to the funds provided by external lenders/creditors. A high ratio 
generally means that the entity has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt
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